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The micropolar equations of motion are developed, in a very general form, for a

mixture of fluid and solid particles. The fluid is allowed to move differently than the solids,

and the solids are modeled as a micropolar continuum. That is, the solid particles have an

additional degree of freedom of spin that is independent of the macro-motion and the effects

of this spin appear in the equations of motion.

Very general equations are developed and then simplifying assumptions are stated

as needed to allow the resulting equations to be solved analytically. This process is carried

out until the system of equations is completely linear and an analytical solution can be found

for the application under investigation.

The application considered in this paper is the effect of an earthquake on underwater

seabeds. This applications is plane strain and the motion is two dimensional in a vertical

plane. The solution of the equations that include micropolar effects is compared with the

solution of the equations with the micropolar terms removed.

For most conditions, the influence of the micropolar effects are small. However,
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there are physically realistic values of the material coefficients for which the response is

dominated by micropolar effects.
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THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION OF A DEFORMABLE SATURATED
POROUS MEDIUM WITH MICROPOLAR STRUCTURE

1. INTRODUCTION

The skeleton of a porous medium is usually treated as a classical continuum, but

under some conditions the micropolar effect may become noticeable. This effect is due to

the intrinsic rotation of the solid particles, independent of the macro-motion.

In Chapter 2 we derive the fundamental balance laws for a micropolar continuum in

a very general form. Thermodynamic effects are included in the derivation. Very few

physical assumptions are made in this chapter that could limit the application of the

equations.

In the third chapter, various linear constitutive relations are discussed for each

component of the medium (fluid and solid) and for their mutual interaction. These

constitutive relations are then substituted into the balance laws, giving the field equations.

Simplifying assumptions are carefully listed here, and in later chapters, as needed to aid in

solving the system of field equations.

Chapter 4 is a discussion in which we analyze and separate the static and dynamic

parts of the variables.

In Chapter 5 we scale the variables and then express the equations in terms of the

resulting dimensionless variables. When scaling constants are chosen, the equations become

less general because the scaling is dependent upon the class of problems being examined.
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The principal application examined in this thesis is the effect of an earthquake on

underwater sea beds. This is a process that may be clarified by inclusion of the micropolar

properties. In Chapter 6 we define the details of this application. The problem is formulated

as plane strain. A horizontal rock surface at the bottom of the saturated soils moves in a

simple periodic vertical elliptical motion. In this chapter we discuss further assumptions that

lead to the full linearization of the field equations, so that they may be solved analytically.

At this stage of the development of the field equations, we will see that they can be

decoupled into a vertical system and a horizontal system of partial differential equations. In

this chapter we also set the initial and boundary conditions to be used.

In Chapter 7 we solve the vertical system of equations using Fourier series methods.

Because of the simplified nature of the application, as defined in Chapter 6, the micropolar

effects do not appear in the vertical equations.

In Chapter 8 we find the steady state solution of the horizontal equations, that do

contain the micropolar variables. One of the horizontal equations is primarily micropolar.

In Chapter 9 we will choose specific values of the constitutive constants and the

scaling constants, so that we can obtain particular solutions.

In Chapter 10 we show graphs of the solutions. We show how the solutions change

as we choose various values of the period of the motion. We also show how the solutions

change as we choose various values of the micropolar coefficients which tie the micropolar

equations to the classical equations. In particular, the solutions of the system of equations

that contain micropolar effects are compared with the solutions of the system of equations

that have had the micropolar equation and terms deleted.

Appendix A contains a glossary of symbols and some elementary relations to further
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clarify the notation, along with statements of the transport theorem and the Gauss divergence

theorem for tensors.

Appendix B contains a few theorems related to angular momentum that are used in

chapter 2 and are known but not commonly stated or proved.

Appendix C contains a possible refinement to the conservation of energy balance law

in the micropolar theory. Since we are not using this balance law in our two applications,

the refinement is not actually applied in this thesis.



2. BALANCE LAWS

2.1 Continuity (Conservation of Mass)

In order to obtain separate conservation of mass equations, we need to assume that

no significant net amount of the solid part dissolves into the fluid part and that no significant

net amount of the fluid part deposits onto the solid part.

Let Vc, be an arbitrary bounded region in the mixture at some arbitrary time, to . (In

this work, all regions will be assumed open and simply connected). Let r (1) and V' (t) be

moving volumes which start at Vo and follow the fluid and solid, respectively. That is, vf

(0 has the surface sf (t) whose points move with velocity vf and, similarly, V' (t) has the

surface S (t) whose points move with velocity v3. Letting a stand for f or s, Me is the

mass of the fluid or solid contained in V" (1), and Pa (x, t) is the relative density of the fluid

or solid at each point.

Then conservation of mass gives (at any arbitrary time t = to ) :

dm" - d f ,5"(x,t)dV o
dl dt Jria(t)

Using the transport theorem, Eq. (A.4.2), this becomes (at t = to):

vuo)[(15-a +v
dv = 0

at )1

(2.1.1)

(2.1.2)

4

Since to and 170 are arbitrary, we may set the integrand of (2.12) equal to zero to get



the local continuity equations (at any time t):

at

2.2 Balance of Linear Momentum

As in the previous derivation, at any time to choose an arbitrary region V with

surface So in the mixture. Also, let r (0, Vs (t), Sf (t), and 8 (t) be the volumes and

surfaces which start at Vo and So and vary smoothly for t to. The net forces acting on Vo

at t = to are the body force due to gravity b = -gpi 3 (vertical unit vector), and the force due

to normal stress at the surface, n.a. These forces cause the momentum of the fluid and the

momentum of the solids to change according to the following principle (at any t = to):

_d_[r vf dV +
17s

vsdri= r n ad S + r b dV (2.2.1)
dt 1740 (t) s0 v0

Applying the transport theorem (A.4.2) on the left side of (2.2.1) and the Gauss

divergence theorem (A.3.1) on the right side leads to (at any t = to) :

I0
ails vs + V. vs vsvs)ldv

(2.2.2)

aiifvf v (fvfvf )1dv + j v[ atj vo[ at 0

= r [ V b] c/V

In order to split (2.2.2) into separate coupled equations for the fluid and the solid,

a + V (ro'r v") = 0. (2.1.3)

5

first postulate that the total stress, a, at each element or "point" of the continuum can be split



into two terms, one that acts on the fluid and the other that acts on the solid

= Of + as . (2.2.3)

The body force b may easily be split into:

b = b+ bs , (2.2.4)

where

ba = - p"gi3 (a = or s) . (2.2.5)

There is a set of drag forces, ff andfs, that do not appear in (2.2.2) because

ff +fs = 0 , (2.2.6)

whereff is the drag force of the solid acting on the fluid andfs is the drag force of the fluid

acting on the solid (at each point).

Using these quantities, 0-,b", andf", and by the same arguments used in the deriva-

tion of Eq. (2.2.2), we deduce:

{a-ev
a

fE V . tig + b 2 +f 1 (117 =V0 iv at0

+ V (13' va v")1 ,

at t = to .

Since to and Vo are arbitrary, we may eliminate the integrals in (2.2.7) to obtain the

two local momentum equations (at any time t):

V - a" + b" + p - V 'vava) .

at

(2.2.7)

(2.2.8)

6



- ay.
+ vaa"p" " + v"Vv") + (15" va) (Vva

at at

By factoring v" in the middle two terms of (2.2.9), we see that they go to zero by the

continuity equation (2.1.3). Hence, (2.2.8) simplifies to:

V.aa + f" + b" = 75-"aavtei + Ti"v"- (Vva) .

Using the material derivative notation:

Dv"
Di

- V cr" + f" + b" .

2.3 Balance of Angular Momentum

The fluid part of the mixture is being considered as a classical continuum with no

body couples, no couple stresses and no local spins. By Theorem B.3 the balance of angular

momentum leads only to the symmetry of the fluid stress tensor:

aJ = (2.3.1)

With (2.3.1) satisfied, balance of angular momentum is equivalent to balance of linear

momentum in the fluid and thus does not need to be stated as an independent balance law.

(2.2.9)

(2.2.10)

(2.2.11)

7

The two terms in the right side of Eq. (2.2.8) may each be expanded, the first by the

product rule of differentiation and the second by the identity (A.2.19). Thus, the right side

of (2.2.8) becomes:
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To derive the balance law of angular momentum for the solid skeleton, first consider

each point of the continuum as a rigid particle B (X,t ) capable of rotating freely, that is,

independently of the equation of motion xs = qts (X,t ). We may also think of this particle

as an orthonormal director triad ak (X,t ) with an associated inertia tensorj (X,t ). In our

application, these particles correspond physically to grains of soil or sand. Mathematically,

however, the particles X form a continuum and we must assign a density p3 (X,t ) to each

particle rather than a finite mass. Note that since any specific ordered triplet in the

Lagrangian coordinate system always has the same particle at those coordinates, it will be

referred to as "particle X".

Fig. 2.3.1 Particle X in V, showing director
triad ak at t = 0 and t > 0
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By Theorem B.2 the total angular momentum density (about the origin) at each

particle X may be expressed:

L(X,t) = p(X) x ps(X,t)vs (X,t) -- s(X,t)s(X,t) . (2.3.2)

where s is the intrinsic spin angular momentum per unit mass and p is the position vector of

particle X. Equivalently, in terms of the spatial coordinates x3 = fr (X, t):

L(xs,t) = p(xs)x (xs,t)vs (xs ,t) + (xs,t)s(xs,t) . (2.3.3)

Consequently, the total angular momentum of the solid particles in a region Vs(t) is:

L f [psp x vs + pss]dV
.1i/so)

_dL
=f [p x (nas) + n midS + r [p x (b

di J 0 v0

(2.3.4)

The general law of balance of angular momentum, which we shall take as axiomatic,

is that the total torque acting on a body equals the time rate of change of its total angular

momentum. This may be written (at any time t = to):

fs) c + ii]dV , (2.3.5)

where Vo = V' (to), a , b5 and/3 are as in the previous section, m is the couple stress

tensor acting on the solid particles (by local action), and c is the body couple vector acting

on the solid particles. The interaction term, h, is due to friction caused by the solid particles

spinning in the fluid. Note that this term does not also appear in the fluid equations (as the

interaction term f does) since, by our assumption, the fluid in our model does not support

local micropolar spins. Since s, m, c and h do not exist in the fluid, superscripts are not

needed.
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In order to convert (2.3.5) into a local law, we must use the transport theorem on

(2.3.4) and the Gauss divergence theorem to get:

Dsvsr [psp,
iv° Dt

+ psD's dV = [px (V as) + cam + V m]dV
Dt vo

1[px(b3+f3)+c + h]dV, at t
170

= to.

Also, see the proof of Theorem B.3 for steps used in deriving the above equation. Since to

and Vo are arbitrary, the integrals may be eliminated:

s Dsvs
Dl Dl

px(v. as)fir p x

+Vm +px(bs+fs)+ c +h .

By taking the vector product ofp with the linear momentum law (2.2.11), with

a= s, we may cancel many of the terms in (2.3.7) to get:

Si
1km 1k m

(2.3.7)

(2.3.6)

sD'sp - eikmiks im + Vm + c +h.
Di

(2.3.8)

The spin angular momentum s may be expressed (see Theorem B.4) as

s =j= = aPj (2.3.9)

where j is the micro moment of inertia tensor and co is the intrinsic angular velocity.

2.4 Balance of Micro Moment of Inertia

Since each particle X is assumed rigid, its intrinsic moment of inertia is constant, but
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the tensor j which represents this inertia in the x frame will change in time as the particle

spins. We may keep track of j by the use of a geometric transformation known as the micro

motion tensor, x, which is defined by its affect on any vector a attached rigidly to a particle,

as follows:

a (X , t) = x(X ,t) a (X , 0) . (2,4.1)

In particular, Eq. (2.4.1) holds for each of the director vectors, ak, defined in Section 2.3.

In the more general micromorphic theory, x may be any non-singular tensor and the director

triad will deform; however, in the micropolar theory, the director triad is rigid and this forces

the tensor x to be orthogonal.

Using Eq. (2.4.1) and the fact that j is also attached rigidly to particle X, it may be

shown that j transforms as:

j(X,t) x- j(X, 0) . (2.4.2)

Since s, 6.1 x, and j apply only to the solid particles, the distinguishing superscripts are not

needed.

The tensor x does not appear in any other balance law, so it is useful to derive an

equation from (2.4.2) in terms of the frequently used spin vector to. This may be accom-

plished by first taking the material time derivative of Eq. (2.4.2). For shorthand purposes,

let

= J(X, , Jo = J(X, 0) , x = x(X,t) (2.4.3)

and similarly for other vectors and tensors.



So we have:

Dsj DsXT
xT rio-Dt Dt Dt

Next define the intrinsic spin tensor (denoted by the Greek letter nu

DsXv - xTDt

This tensor is antisymmetric, as can be seen by differentiating the orthogonality relation

It has been shown (ref. e.g. Eringen [1968] ) that the three independent components

of v are (±) just the components of the spin vector co, i.e., that:

vli - eijk cok . (2.4.7)

This may be written in cartesian coordinates as:

By Eq. (2.4.2) this simplifies to:

v= eklm fdm ik 1

Now, rewrite (2.4.5) as

Dsx
Dt

and substitute this into (2.4.4) to get:

DDsi v' rio xT rio -(v- x)T
t

= xio xT

(2.4.4)

(2.4.5)

(2.4.6)

12

(2.4.8)

(2.4.9)

(2.4.10)
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D t

2.5 Conservation of Energy

Consider, as before, an arbitrary volume Vo in the region of interest, with the solids

following V' (t) and the fluid following V1 ; where Vs (to) = r(t0)= G.

Then, for this body Vo at any time t = to , the first law of thermodynamics says

13

D v.j v (2.4.11)

which is the equation most often given as the balance law of micro moment of inertia. Of

course, it is not an independent law of physics as are the other balance laws, but it is needed

to properly account for the variable j. This equation, (2.4.11), may also be thought of as a

general relation which is true for all micropolar media.

To express this law in terms of to, substitute (2.4.8) into (2.4.11) to get:

Dt

(6klm Wm fin + enlm ik in

[K + Epot+EInt]t = to = P
VOL

+ P + QVOL + 0SURdt

(2.4.12)

(2.5.1)

in which K is the sum of the linear translational and spin kinetic energies, Epor is the potential

energy E is the internal energy (heat), PvoL is the power of forces and torques acting in the

body Vo , PsuR is the power of the forces and torques acting on the surface 4 , Q. is the

rate of creation of internal energy in V0, and is the internal energy flow across the

surface S0. These six quantities may be expressed in terms of volume and surface integrals

as follows:



K = Flvfl2dv 1V12 dr +
1

j-)s ed. j dr/ (2.5.2)
2 .1 V1(t) i7.0) 2 v (r)

where the third term is the kinetic energy due to the intrinsic spin of the solid particles.

Ein = r pfEifntdV + r /5sEisn,c1Vr hilo) Jriv)

where Ein; is the internal energy per unit mass of the fluid or solid, and this includes all

energies other than kinetic and potential. We have the same relation for potential energy.

PVOL = f kbf+if)-vf (bs +fs).vs + c. wiciv (2.5.4)

PSUR = f n-[crLvf + as-vs + mo]dS
So

QV L = fvo[Qf Qs]dV

where Q" is the rate of production of internal energy in the fluid or solid.

QSUR = f n [qf gs]cIS

where qa is the internal energy flux in the fluid or the solid across the surface S0. Equations

(2.5.6) and (2.5.7) may be simplified by letting

Q = Qf +Qs (2.5.8)

q = qf qs (2.5.9)

(2.5.3)

(2.5.5)

(2.5.6)

(2.5.7)

14

As before, apply the transport theorem (A.4.3) to the left side of Eq. (2.5.1) and the



Gauss divergence theorem to the surface integrals (2.5.5) and (2.5.7) to get:

Since Vc, and to were arbitrary, we may again invoke the "continuum hypothesis" to

eliminate the integrals in (2.5.10) and arrive at a local form of the law of conservation of

energy. Noting that

[-15-fpflVf12
S Dv i-O-s Dsco.j- to

fvo 2 Dt 2 Dt 2 Dt

DfEfD sEs DfEif,,t D s Einspot
P

4. -f-is pot + f-if + ps tidy
Dt Dt Dt Dt

[bLvf +Pi, +ff-w +c-w+V.(d-vf + as.vs + m-to)+Q-Vq]dr7 .

As we have seen before, this balance law may be simplified considerably by subtract-

ing out previous balance laws. First, multiply each of the linear momentum laws in (2.2.11)

by inner product with the corresponding VIZ, and add the two results to get:

Da Ival2 - 2va Dc'va
Dt Dt

we get:

--f f ff DsVs Dsw-j DfEfpot potDsEsDvp v + psvs + ps
Dt Di 2 Di

+p
Di Dt

DIEint DsEisn,
+157 +ps - bf-vf + bsvs + ff-vf + fs-vs + cco

Dt Di

+ V- [of- vf + o-s v + m to] + Q - V- q .

spfvf+ s s v s vf-(7' of) ± vs as)p v -

Dt Di

+ vf.(ff +bf) + vs (f55) .

(2.5.10)

(2.5.11)

(2.5.12)

(2.5.13)

15



Subtracting this from (2.5.12) and simplifying by the identity (A.2.23) gives

pf potDscv. j DSE So f D DsEsDE fP int int+ p
2 Di Di Di Di Di

av.f av.s
= c-w-F V to)+Q-Vq+crfil +

azi az,

Next, multiply the angular momentum balance law (2.3.8) by inner product with the

vector CO to get:

Dsj
P eikin (dm Grik + (i). (V in) + co' 61' h .

Dt

By Lemma B.5, the first term in (2.5.14) is equal to the left side of (2.5.15); so after

subtracting (2.5.15) from (2.5.14) we are left with

D fE f p, D'Es fent D sEins+ p + p
Di Di Di Di

av.s at()
Q - V q + crr. + +

az. azi az.

and this is the local form of the law of conservation of energy.

2.6 The Clausius-Duhem Inequality

In the context of continuum mechanics, the law of entropy (the second law of thermo-

dynamics) becomes the Clausius-Duhem inequality and takes the general global form:

(2.5.14)

(2.5.15)

(2.5.16)-s. kkik k -

16



vf(oP r7 i,5Sscillfd 1,2(0

f Sis+ Hf+ Qsidv,-r n
so Of Os vo Of Os

In this ria is the entropy of the fluid or the solid, 0" is the absolute temperature of the fluid

or the solid, and the other variables are as described earlier. The terms qaica may be thought

of as the flux of entropy due to the flux of internal energy; the terms Q"/O" may be thought

of as the rate of increase of entropy due to the rate of production of internal energy.

As we have seen before, use of the transport theorem and the Gauss divergence

theorem followed by the continuum hypothesis leads to the local form of the above inequali-

ty:

f sps s+> -V .[qf +
Dt of Os

2.7 Summary of the Balance Laws

At the beginning of each of the previous sections in this chapter we took as axiomatic

the global form of the balance law as being a direct mathematical expression of the corre-

sponding law of physics. Note that the balance law of micro moment of inertia could have

been put into global form but was easiest to derive by ordinary rigid body mechanics. We

can see that each of the global balance laws has the same general form. Verbally, each may

be expressed as: the change of a physical quantity in a set of particles in volume V bounded

by surface S is equal to the net amount of this quantity crossing the surface plus the net

I = to

Qf QS

Of Os

(2.6.1)

(2.6.2)

17
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amount created (or destroyed) within the volume. Of course, for entropy we have "is greater

than or equal to". In each case the procedure for deriving the local form was the same. (In

fact, in other continuum mechanics applications, some authors have prefered to go through

this process just once for a very general equation. This approach is mathematically elegant

but not very instructive.) Then, in most cases, the local form was further simplified by

canceling out previously derived local balance laws.

For convenience, the local balance law equations are listed below:

Continuity (fluid)
at

(i9fvf) = 0 (2.7.1)

Continuity (solids) aps o
at

Dfvf
Linear Momentum (fluid) - V cif + f + bf

Dt

Dsvs
Linear Momentum (solids) ps

Dt
as +f + bs

D (j co)
Dt

s
Angular Momentum p s

kE or + 1V-in + c + hukkl

(2.7.2)

(2.7.3)

(2.7.4)

(2.7.5)



D
Micro-Moment of Inertia eklm tdmi in + lenm Wm./10i ki (2.7.6)nDt

DfEf D'Es DfEf D'EsTf pot + pot 7,-f int -Ts intp
Dt Dt Dt Dt

avf avs
= Q - V q + + + eijk haz, azi az,

fDfqf_ v q q+ p
Dt Dt Of Os

e os

(2.7.7)

(2.7.8)

19

The entropy inequality can be used as a constraint on the constitutive equations but

does not become one of the system of field equations to be solved.

Looking at Eqs. (2.7.1) - (2.7.7) we have three scalar equations, three vector

equations and one tensor equation, for a total of 21 differential equations. Since j is

symmetric, however, (2.7.6) contains just six distinct equations and the above total reduces

to 18.

Energy

Entropy
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To count the number of unknown dependent variables in the system, first remember

the following relations:

fs = ff (2.7.9)

b" = (2.7.10)

= °J; (2.7.11)

jnm jmn (2.7.12)

By inspection, and using these relations, we have a total of 53 unknown dependent

scalar variables and, thus, need to find sufficient constitutive relations to reduce this total to

match the number of equations.
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3. LINEAR CONSTITUTIVE RELATIONS AND THE FIELD EQUATIONS

3.1 Simplifying Assumptions

In Chapters 1 and 2 and Appendix A we made the following assumptions A-D:

The solid part is a micropolar continuum.

The fluid is a classical continuum, which leads to symmetry of the fluid stress

tensor: af,i = afj,

The total stress tensor of the mixture divides into fluid and solid parts as:

a = d+ yS
.

The fluid and solid parts do not interchange mass; thus we have separate

conservation of mass equations.

Next, we can make a reasonable assumption that will considerably simplify our

system of equations:

In our application the balance of angular momentum equation may be

simplified considerably by assuming the shape of each particle to be nearly

spherical. Of course, the grains of soil or sand do not have a smooth

spherical surface, but will have the property that, for any fixed co, the relative

orientation of the particle will not noticeably affect the angular momentum

S.

Other assumptions to be mentioned later will be listed alphabetically in this same

manner.

Using assumption E, and using the formula for the moment of inertia of a sphere,we



arrive at:

where I is the unit tensor and R is the particle radius. As is typical in the theory of

continua, R may be considered as a local average in order to have the necessary smoothness

properties for use in the field equations.

The left side of (2.7.5) may now be simplified, using (3.1.2), to get:

and

2j = -R I
5

and thus, also, the spin angular momentum becomes:

22s = -R w
5

2 - 2 Dsw- p sR -V-m+c+h+E
5 Dt ikm ik m

Dsj 0

Dt

eklm (dm fin enlm (dm ilk

(3.1.1)

(3.1.2)

(3.1.3)

(3.1.4)

22

Note that, even if R is variable throughout the medium, it does factor out of the

material time derivative operator.

An even greater simplification results from this same assumption when we consider

the micro-moment of inertia equation (2.7.6). From formula (3.1.1) we find that

(3.1.5)

so that (2.7.6) is satisfied identically and is eliminated from our list of equations to be solved.

Also, the variable j no longer appears on the new list.
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At this point we have 12 equations in 47 dependent variables.

With an eye toward solving the field equations analytically, we will now assume that:

F. The responses in all constitutive relations are linear.

3.2 Linear Constitutive Relations

3.2.1 The Fluid Stress

For a Navier-Stokes fluid, the stress - rate of strain relation is:

= flpI + Af (trdf)I + 2,ufdf (3.2.1)

where

df = [Vvf + (Vvf)T] (3.2.2)

is the linear rate of strain tensor, IT is the trace operator, 'land Af are the first and second

dynamic viscosity coefficients and fl is the volume fraction of the pore fluid. Note also that

IT (df) = V. vf . (3.2.4)

Using (3.2.2) and (3.2.4) in (3.2.1) gives:

cif = - flpI + Af V .vfI + /if (Vvf + (Vvf )7') . (3.2.5)



3.2.2 TheSolid Stress

To develop the constitutive equation for the solid stress, we first introduce the

micropolar strain tensor, as given by Etingen (1968):

+ e - 0) (3.2.6)

where es is the symmetric linear strain tensor defined by

es = [Vus + (Vu)]
2

rs is the macro-rotation vector defined by

rs = 1Vxus
2

Noting that

e-rs = 1[Vus - (Vus)T]
2

and 45 is the micro-rotation vector which is one of the unknown dependent variables and

represents the rotation in radians of each solid particle. This last variable, q5, is related to the

(previously defined) intrinsic angular velocity, to, by:

Ds0-
Di

we can also define the micropolar strain tensor as

(3.2.7)

(3.2.8)

(3.2.9)

(3.2.10)

y= vie - (3.2.11)

24
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We now need to combine Hooke's Law from linear elasticity theory with the ideas

of effective stress and pore pressure from soil mechanics and then also with the micropolar

effects using the above strain y.

First, Hooke's Law for linear elasticity gives the terms:

As(tres)1 + 2,u3es . (3.2.12)

Next, from soil mechanics, we add

E - fl)p I (3.2.13)

where aE is the initial effective stress on the solids at static equilibrium as defined by Vemfijt

(1969), p is the fluid pressure and (1 - # ) is the volume fraction of the solids. Finally,

from micropolar theory, we add

Ks r (3.2.14)

where x's is a micropolar constant. Combining these terms gives:

0.s = 0.E + Asoresg 2p5e5 (1 fopi + K57. (3.2.15)

Using (3.2.7), (3.2.11), and noting that

fres = (3.2.16)

we can express (3.2.15) in terms of the variables u5,p and 0 as:



3.2.3 The Interaction Force

Referring to Mei (1989) and Biot (1956), we see that the interaction term, f", is

composed of the drag force due to the relative velocity of the fluid and the solid and also a

term, p V/3, called "volume straining" by some authors:

Os = OE + As (V + (Its + I(.$)V Us + ps (V UT

(1 - fl)pi - icse-O .

fl021/Is = -If - (vf -vs) - pV ,
cs

(3.2.17)

(3.2.18)

where le is the coefficient of intrinsic permeability and 130 is an average reference value of

fl in the region of interest.

3.2.4 The Couple Stress

The couple stress tensor, m, is given in Eringen (1968) and Gauthier and Jahsman

(1975) as:

m = A(V.0)I + B(VO)T + CV, (3.2.19)

where A, B and C are micropoiar elastic constants.

26



3.2.5 The Body Couple Vector

Since the only body force involved in our applications is gravity, which exerts no

local couple, the body couple vector is zero. That is:

C = 0 (3.2.20)

3.2.6 The Interaction Torque

The interaction torque, h, is a dissipative term due to friction caused by the spin of

solid particles relative to the fluid and can be expressed by the linear relation:

27

h = - icf (co -

3.3 The Continuity Field Equations

The balance laws of continuity are:

a (, a) 0, (3.3.1)
at

for a =f and a = s.

We will now make use of the equations that give the relative densities in terms of the

intrinsic densities:

Kf[DSO

1 vxvd
Dt 2

(3.2.21)



ap
at

ap = (1 - 16)V- sD us Dsus -Vfl
at Dt Dt

In the case of the fluid part, we consider the liquid as containing some gas and so it

is somewhat compressible. Substituting (3.3.2) into (3.3.1) gives:

p -apfpf
at

+ - - flpfV-vf - flvf-Vpf - pfvf . (3.3.6)
at

This equation may be used as is, but we may also re-organize the terms to get:

(3.3.5)

pf(aflPf*Vig) P(allf vi.vpf) = - flPfv.vi (33.7)at at

28

flpf (3.3.2)

ps = (1-13)ps (3.3.3)

In the case of the solids, we will make the following assumption:

G. The intrinsic density of the solid particles is constant in time and space.

Now, when we substitute (3.3.3) into (3.3.1), p' factors out of the differential

operators and we get:

- fl)V.vs - vs.Vfi (3.3.4)

Since we are using u3 as the dependent variable, this should be written as:



Recognizing the terms in parentheses as material time derivatives, we may write this as:

Df(f3Pf) - - flpfV.vf (3.3.8)
Di

3.4 The Linear Momentum Field Equations

The balance laws of linear momentum are:

(3.4.1)
Dt

for a =f and a= s.

For the flt_t di part, substitute (2.7.10), (3.2.5), (3.2.18) and (3.3.2) into (3.4.1) to get:

-,pfafvf f 2 f 2 Ds 5p p V v + (Ai + pf)V(V-vf) - )6° vf - u
Ics Dt1 (3.4.2)

I3Vp fipfgi3.

In the above, and also below, we have made use of the identity :

V (V v)T = V(Vv) , (3.4.3)

for any vector v.

29



get:

(1 - ,8)psDs Dsus - psV2us + (Its + As)V(V. + V. aE
Dt Dt

1 --15)Vp +
D susvf - + Ics (Vie + Vx - (1 - fl)psg-i3Po2 Pf[

ks Dt

where we have used the identity:

V-(6-0) = - V x . (3.4.5)

3.5 The Angular Momentum Field Equation

The balance law of angular momentum is, from (3.1.3):

2 2 D scd s .p - V.m + c + h + C °k ik 1m
5 Dt

Now using (3.2.9), (3.2.17), (3.2.19), (3.2.20) and (3.2.21) in (3.5.1):

2 2 .1. ,Ds Ds0 KiDs0 _lvxvflR (1 - tikm
5 Dt Dt Dt 2

+ V-[A(V.0)/ + B(V (A)T +CVO] + cacm[As(V-us)(5,k

- (1 - ,6)p + (ps + ) Uks + lett: 105 Can .

To simplify this, first note that

(3.4.4)

(3.5.1)

(3.5.2)

30

For the sc lid part, substitute (2.7.10), (3.2.17), (3.2.18) and (3.3.3) into (3.4.1) to

V- [A(V- (fi)I + B (V0)T + C(70)] = (A +B)V(V.) + CVO , (3.5.3)



making use of the identity (3.4.3). Next, note that

Eikm 4kE 0 , (3.5.4)

for all sets of indices, so that two terms in (3.5.2) vanish. Then, by expanding each side into

explicit components, we can show that:

Czkm[018 ÷ Ks) Uks, P
s s vxus . (3.5.5)

Also, as we shall show in Chapter 5, the only non-zero component of a is the vertical

tension 0-E33 which gives:

33m 0331 =

Using (3.5.3), (3.5.4), (3.5.5), (3.5.6) and (3.5.7) in (3.5.2), we get:

-fi)ps Ds Ds° - (A +B)V(V- 0) + C V2 0
5 Dt Dt

+ K f !vi- D3e/ + 2K.1-1 Vxus - .

2 Dt 2
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(3.5.6)

and so, as expected, the static equilibrium stress term drops out of the angular momentum

field equation. Finally,

ckm eikn m = (3.5.7)

(3.5.8)

Notice that the last term in this equation contains the factor r3 - 0, which also appears in

(3.2.6) and represents the difference between the macro-rotation and the micro-rotation of

the solids.



3.6 The Conservation of Energy Field Equation

In the application we will be treating in this thesis, the heat-related variables are not

important, so that we do not need to solve the Conservation of Energy equation.

3.7 The Fluid Density Equation

If we count the number of (scalar) equations in the field equations (3.3.4), (3.3.5),

(3.4.2), (3.4.4) and (3.5.7) we see that there are 11 equations, so far. Counting the number

of unknown variables in these same equations, yields the 12 (scalar) variables: A pf, p, vf,

us, . If we had regarded the intrinsic fluid density as constant then there would be 11

unknowns, which would match the number of equations. However, since we are allowing

pf to vary, we need an equation of state expressing pf as a function of the pore pressure.

A reasonable linear relationship is:

pf= p.[]. + c f 1901, (3.7.1)
Po

where cf is the compressibility of the air-water mixture and pi is its density at the mean

pressure in the domain of interest, Po . This brings the number of unknown variables down

to 11, after (3.7.1) is substituted into the field equations.
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3.8 Summary of the Field Equations

Mass (fluid):

n +
f afi aPf - - fipfV-vf - fivf.Vpf - pfvf-V13 . (3.3.6)

1- at at

Linear Momentum (fluid):

flpfDDfvt f pf v2vf (Af pf ) v f )

For convenience, the field equations are listed below.

Mass (solids):

afi Dsus Dsus
- P)V- - -Pp .

at Dt Dt

Linear Momentum (solids):

Dsus
APS Dt Dt

_ p3v2us (ps As)v(v.us) + v. crE

[

(3.4.4)

- (1 - A Vp + A2Pf vf - D SUS + KS (V2US + V X 0) - (1 - fi)psgi3 .

k 5 Dt

/602 f D sus]vf - - 13Vp - fipfgi3 .
Ics Dt

(3.3.5)

(3.4.2)
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Angular Momentum:

2R2 Ds Ds0
5R

(1 - fl)ps -
Dt

(A +B)V(V. 0) + CV20
Dt

icf[ 1 vxvf D '01+ 2K5[!
2 Dt 2

(3.5.8)
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Remember here that the fluid density equation (3.7.1) is to be substituted into the

above field equations.



4. STATIC EQUILIBRIUM AND DYNAMIC VARIABLES

4.1 Static Equilibrium

The static equilibrium equations correspond to conditions when the system is at rest.

The dynamic terms are the changes from static equilibrium, due to forcing. There are two

reasons for deriving formulas for certain variables at static equilibrium and then separating

these variables into their static and dynamic parts. One reason is to evaluate the quantity

o, which appears in the field equation (3.4.4). The other reason has to do with the process

of full linearization (to be discussed in Chapters 5 and 6), in that the resulting dynamic

variables will be small compared to the static values and we can linearize, after scaling

assumptions are made, by eliminating terms that contain products of dynamic variables.

At static equilibrium we have the following conditions: all time derivatives will be

zero, the micropolar spin will be zero, all displacements will be zero and so all velocities will

also be zero. By inspection, we can see that the conservation of angular momentum and

both conservation of mass field equations are satisfied identically, since all terms are zero.

The notation we will use here is: the superscript E will denote a variable at static

equilibrium and the superscript D will denote the dynamic part of a variable.

Looking first at the linear momentum field equation for fluids, (3.4.2), we see that

the terms that remain at static equilibrium are:

35

0 = - f3EVp E - pEpEgj3
, (4.1.1)

where the usual fluid density superscript, f , was left off for simplicity because the solid
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density is constant and there will be no confusion. Dividing both sides of this by fiE, and

transposing, we get:

Vp E = - pEgi3 . (412)

Dividing this into components, we get:

ap E apE

aX aX2

and

ap E
g

ax3

Making use of the equation of state (3.7.1), we find the fluid density at static equilibrium to

be:

Substituting (4.1.5) into (4.1.4) gives:

ap EC f I- -gpfo. 1- cf + pE
ax3 Po

pE = +cfPE -P°1
Po

At this time we would like to state a pair of assumptions that have actually been implicit in

the field equations (refer to figure 6.1.1):

(4.1.3)

(4.1.4)

(4.1.5)

(4.1.6)



The upper surface of the water is horizontal.

The upper surface of the solid matrix is horizontal.

Letting Hf be the elevation of the still water level, we get the boundary condition: pH =

when x3 =Hf. Using this, the solution of (4.1.6) is:

where

gpfo.cfr -
Po

1 - f [er(Hf -x3) 1]
= Po cf

Notice that, since the water - air mixture is only slightly compressible, cf will be small and,

indeed, we have:

lirn 1 - cf[e r(I x3) _ awf-x3
cf.0 P° cf

which is the usual formula for the hydrostatic pressure in an incompressible fluid.

To evaluate pH, substitute (4.1.7) into (4.1.5) to get:

pE C,)er(Hf
-x3)

(4.1.7)

(4.1.8)

(4.1.9)
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(4.1.10)

The above analysis is true for a compressible fluid but, as one can see, formulas

(4.1.7) and (4.1.10) could be unnecessarily complicated in some applications, so we will
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offer two alternatives that are linear in x3.

First, if the fluid is slightly compressible, we may use the initial two terms in the

Taylor expansion of the exponential function to get:

pE = /01(1 - cf)[ 1 r (Hf - x3)] , (4.1.11)

pE = gg(1-cf)(11f -x3) . (4.1.12)

Secondly, if the fluidis inw_matssl&,i1 we may set cf = 0 in (4.1.11) and (4.1.12) to

pE (4.1.13)

pE = (1I1 - x3). (4.1.14)

The variable PE has no particular a priori value, but we can make the following

reasonable assumption:

J. The volumetric porosity at t= 0 (initial static equilibrium) is independent of

xi and x2, but may depend on the vertical elevation x3.

With this in mind, we can write:

E = i3E (x3) (4.1.15)

and

get:

and
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A specific depth-dependent function or constant value will be chosen later, for our

application in Chapter 6.

Next, to evaluate o', look at the linear momentum field equation for the solids

(3.4.4) to see that the terms that remain at static equilibrium are:

= V.o.E -(1 agE)VpE /3E)gpsi3 (4.1.16)

After transposing terms and using (4.1.2) in (4.1.16) we have:

= g(1 flE)[ps - pE i3 , (4.1.17)

where, for pE, we may choose from formulas (4.1.10), (4.1.11) or (4.1.13). Since the

quantity aE only appears in the form os in the field equations, we do not need to solve

(4.1.17) but can use it as is.

Also, as was assumed in section (3.3), note that ps is a constant. The individual solid

grains are incompressible, although the solid matrix can deform.

4.2 Dynamic Variables

Using the superscript D to denote the dynamic part of a variable about its static

equilibrium, we can write the following relations:

p pE +pp

= flE fiD (4.2.1)

pf = pE pD
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Note that all other field variables are dynamic only (their static values are zero) and so the

superscript D notation is not required for those variables.

Since the fluid density is expressed in terms of pressure by the equation of state

(3.7.1), we can express the dynamic fluid density in terms of the dynamic pressure. Using

equations (3.7.1), (4.1.5) and (4.2.1) we arrive at:

PD = - PE P11+ cfP P°1 _

Po]

4.3 The Field Equations in Terms of the Dynamic Variables

At this point, we will substitute the dynamic variables into the field equations via the

three relations in (4.2.1). We will express the dynamic fluid density in terms of the dynamic

pressure as shown in equation (4.2.3), but will leave the other terms in (4.2.1) as they are.

Also, since it appears only once in the field equations, we will substitute the value of the

static solid stress into field equation (3.4.4) by using equation (4.1.17). Finally, we will use

equation (4.1.2) to evaluate the static pressure gradient in terms of the static fluid density.

The resulting field equations are:

Mass (solids):

f P -Pol
C

E

PO

(4.2.2)

which simplifies to:

f fpD p (4.2.3)
Po



Mass (fluid):

flE D sus D sus digE

at Dt Dt dX3 3

oqE+ fiNpE+pofcfPf) v.vf _ (fl
Po

Linear Momentum (solids):

Ds Dsuspp) /Is
Dt Dt

psv2us (ps As)v(v us)

g[ Ps - PE]fiD 3 - (1 - - Pip) Vp D

_1302 vf D sus + (v2us x

ks Dt

(pE pic fp D air A/c f(pE /3D) apD

/30 at Po at

(pE pof fP D )v f .[d I3E +v
po dX3 3

Linear Momentum (fluid):

+ 13D ) E p f) pf v 2vf (Af vf)

po Dt

flO Dsus pf
vf - 1- (13E ± #3)VPD -

gcfpD
E Pip) 1

ks Dt
3

PO

rs
[13,1vf d PE

plc f

dX3 3
Vp D

(4.3.1)
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(4.3.2)

(4.3.3)

(4.3.4)



Angular Momentum:

2Ds Ds0R2 (1,G- E (ID)ps (A +B)V(V- 0) + CV2çb
5 Dt Dt

s.Kf[l vxvf D1V+ 2K-s(1Vxus -
2 Dt 2

(4.3.5)

(4.3.6)

We can see that the quantities pE and flE are functions of x3 only, so that it was

justified to use the following relations

VpE dPE i and VflE - i
dx3 3 dX3 3
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in the above field equations.

We now have 11 (scalar) equations in the 11 variables : 13D,pP,uns,v1 and 0, for

n= 1,2,3.



5. DIMENSIONLESS VARIABLES AND EQUATIONS

5.1 Dimensionless Variables

In this chapter we have two objectives: 1) to cast the field equations into a

dimensionless form and 2) to scale the equations such that the magnitudes of the terms are

represented by a collection of constant coefficients. Nondimensionalizing also frees the

equations from any dependency on a specific set of physical units. Scaling indicates the

relative importance of each term in the equations. It also identifies conditions under which

it is acceptable to neglect non-linear terms. The values for the scaling parameters are

application specific. We will do a generic scaling in this chapter, and in later chapters select

the specific numerical values to use in our application.

The scaling units we will use may be denoted, in general form, as:

Time unit

Spatial length units

Displacement units Una

Velocity units Una I T

Pressure unit (dynamic) PO

Density units P Oa

Spin angle units

Volumetric porosity units flop (dynamic)

flo (static)
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where, as usual, a=f or s; and 1, 2, 3. Note that we are allowing the scaling to differ

for the fluid and the solid, and for each coordinate direction.

The relations to be used for substitution into the field equations are:

t = TI

= Lnien

una = U:11:

Una

vn = T n

D_ D D
Po P

On -

/31:9) fr

(5.1.1a)

For symbolic consistency, we will also use the following substitutions for the static

equilibrium variables (which are functions of x3) :

igE gogE
(5.1.1b)

E f E
P = PoP

The variables with the "hat" symbol are dimensionless. There is no summation over n in

these relations.

The density of the solid particles is constant and therefore does not require a scaling

substitution. The dynamic fluid density has been expressed in terms of the dynamic pressure

through equation (4.2.3) and does not appear in the latest version of the field equations. The
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variables fl and 0 are already dimensionless, but may be scaled as needed by the above

relations.

5.2 Dimensionless Equations

In this section we will give an example of a dimensionless equation by substituting the

relations (5.1.1) into the linear momentum field equation for the solids, (4.3.4). This is a

vector equation, so we will choose one of its components, for example, the first component

(i.e. the coefficients of the basis vector i ) .

For the sake of relative simplicity in this chapter, we will express the material time

derivative of the displacement of the solids, Dus/Dt, as the velocity of the solids, v'.

Another reason for this is the convoluted nature of the expansion of this material time

derivative:

s Du' aus
v = + vs.Vus

Dt at

ausv-
at

(5.2.1)

and, as we can see, this expansion contains the very quantity, V, which it is trying to evaluate.

In the application chapter we will make scaling assumptions that will allow us to neglect the

convective terms and we will be able to re-substitute:

(5.2.2)
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Before substituting the generic scaling relations, let us look at this first component

of (4.3.4):

avs0 flE fr)ps aV
1 +s ,..5aV vs 1 ..,saV1[

v1
1

2 '3at ax, ax2 ax3

a2u1s a2U1

ax22 34
a auis au; 3u3

(jus + As) +
ex, axl ax2 ax3

fa2

P a(i)2

L 1 a2 (L1 2 a21:1:

L2 ) a (12)2 L3 a (13)2

(us + A.D a U1s anis U2s an;

L1 al/ L 21 L2 (322

U3s au3

L3 a13

82 lif Us Uf-0 1 1 f

a2nis 1 a2 1.115
2 ^

1 a u15 o3 a 03 02 a 412

L L 4 a(13)2 U13L2 u/5L3 ai

(5.2.3)
2 f

- (1 - - /3D) aP D 1314 (yr- vis)
ax, k

F

+ +
a2uis a2uis a2u: a#3 ao,

+ K-s _+____.
ax,2 a X22 a 4 ax

2
ax3 I

Note that we are now considering the spatial x coordinate system to be rectangular

Cartesian. After substituting (511) into (5.2.3), we get:

S S " S
i 's U Hs UsU a vi s s afs

-P16E gD)
saV1 2 1 3 ,s s 1+ -

V.I

- + - V- - +
T2 at L1 HI L2 h ai2 L3 3

(5.2.4)

(1
fior fido gD)PoD

k s T U:
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At this point the variables in the above equation are all dimensionless. However,

since it is desirable to have dimensionless parameters as coefficients, we will make the whole

equation dimensionless by multiplying both sides of (5.2.4) by:

T2

PS US
(5.2.5)

to get:

D u-15 ,ssaf): u2s ^say, USs

- flor - 13( g ) v + v2 +
V3

a L 1 ai L21 3i2 L3 ax

psT2 [ a2n: LI 2 32/1: LI 2 a2a:)

3(12)2 L3 a(i3)2psLi2 a(i1)2 L2

As)T, uls afiis u2s aisi2s u3s a ii3S

(111

psLiU: Ll 31, L2 312 L3 313

+
1

1

flo fiE )T poD Ro2 fT uf

Ks T2 1 32 12:

P5 L

2 ^ 31 3i
L22 3(102

5.3 Summary of the Dimensionless Field Equations

Using the methods shown in the previous section 5.2 on all eleven (scalar) field

equations, we arrive at the following:

311ps k S PS U1S

1 32/215 03 33 452

/: 3(13)2 u15L2 312 U15 1,3 013

(5.2.6)



Mass fluid):

(
i- D

ii5E + C fP OD f3D ar cfpo 66,_flE cif) afiD

Po at Po ° ai

- uf (PogE +tilD) V3

d OE "f

L3 di3
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f D
C p0

(ME +VD)
{ (If A "D Uf A ^ D

1 "f 2 "f afiD
3

(5.3.2)

Po
+ v2 +V

L
1 ail L2 ai2 L3 a;

Mass (solids):

i0 -160Dg))

RD
[u: a

uis ai13 u2s af2s u3s af3s

(5.3.1)

-(1
ai

u3sfl0 dgE "s

LI ail L2 ai2 L3 H3

u3s a

L3 di3 V3
L L2 a; A L3 a; 3

cfpop
- (Poe +

Dp ul. allif ul allif
+ ±

u[ a[
Kff)(oE+

Po
- -Li aiL2 a;l L3 ak'3

f5E Cfpop uf af
+

a") "f uif a

Po
V

1

L
1 a X"1

V2 +
L2 a2 L3 a23

Ufflo EC
P

fpol)
PDI

dgE ,f
L3 PO

v3
a3



Linear Momentum (fluid) ; 1st component.

(/3le+PIO'gD)1
E Cfe D u(fafif u("fafif uLfafif.

p + + +

Po
1

at L, a)?, L2 L a2 L3 3 ai3.

7,..f 1 a2i,s( 1 a2.0( 1 a2.3(
_

pfo' Li2 aoe02 L: a22 L32 a(±,3)2

f a-f uf -fTcuf+ Af) a u, 2 av2 u( a 193f
+ +

piL Uf a1 i L1 a1ics L L
0 1 2 2 3 3

1302 T f U1s
v1 - 1,1

kp Uji

Linear Momentum (fluid) ; 2nd component:

E-, CfPOD D, ag Ui f ,sfafif f f
A ilE ÷ 161: gD P + p + v + u2 19 faf 2

PO al L1 1 ail L2 2 ai2

_ Tuf 1 a211( 1 a2fif 1 a2192f

Li2 a(io2 L22 a(;)2 L32 a(13)2

T(4/ +At) a I uifa192f uf af3f
pr3L2uif ai2 L1 aiel

+
L2 ai2 L3

D
po 7'D

(16011E #0916D)a aP5ei

D
02 U; si Po T/3 D

V2 V2
flo filoD fiD\ up

k U ,o,f3L 2( I if

a f2fV --
L3 3 ai3
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(5.3.3)

(5.3.4)



Linear momentum (fluid) ; 3rd component:

Air + tf)[ fiE +CfPOD fiD aff uif Afaf3f u( ^fai)if
+

Po

uf ,,fallf
+ V, V-

al L, 1 ail L2 z a i2 L3 3 a;

Tpf 1 a2fif 1 a211( 1 a211.3f
_ + +

pfo. L 3(21)2 L22 a(12)2 L32 a(i3)2

f a -f (if a-f (if a-3fT(pf + a Ilia 2 V2 3 V

g.L3 uf a; L1 a; L2 a; L3 a;

2
Pj I nf (13$ S PODT2 ^

DAD up
V3 - V3 - (160flE IgO) P a;ks U3f dr, uf0 3 3

f D
T2 g flE )C Po D

U3f PO

Linear Momentum (solids) ; 1st component:

(1-fl -iglo?gD)[ai)13 -Fuis1S
US2 s 1S

US3 ".5a V1

al L1 a; L2 a; L3 3 ai3

p [s T2 1 82121S 1 a2/2:1 a2a:
p5 Li2 a(ii)2 L22 a(22)2

± L; a(23)2
÷

s As)T2 a uis
+

0.21 - au: u2s au; u3s au;

psLiUis

2 DT po poi? RD ADNaf3D

psLiUis " a;

a; L1 a; L2 a; L3 a;

V1 - V1
A Sfi:pfT Uff1

k PS U:

KsT2 a21113 1 32/1: 1 a2/115 aq53 o2
_

PS L12 a(1)2 L:a(i2)2÷ a(i3)2 U: L2 a; L3 ai3

(5.3.5)
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(5.3.6)



Linear Momentum (solids) ; 2nd component

E lop Hs us a-s us ,ssai)23 U35 s a25flo g ) 2 I s V2 2
+ v + V2 + V, -

al 1,1 1 ail L2 a; L3 3 ax3]

1 a2n2s

P5

[

Li2 43(21)2

(us As)T2 a (I: afils u25 a14;u3s an;

psL2u23 a; L1 ailL322 +
L3 a;

I1

.92 122s 1 a21125

L22 a(2)2 L32 a(202

T2p0D
(1- flogE _ ti)app I302pfT

ps L2 U; ax2 k5 p5

TTf f -gl
V2 V2

U25

KS T2 32/228 1 a2fi2 S 1 a2/223 1 (o a1 a(h)13 3

Ps L 12 a(21)2 T 2
"3

a u2)2 r 2 au )2 us L3 a; L1 ail2
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(5.3.7)



Linear Momentum (solids) ; 3rd component:

(1-1604E-Xf)[a ÷ (115

al L1
v
,af3s u2s 5a ;3Su3s

1

L2
2 a; L3 3 a;

ps T2 [ 1 a2 i2; 1 a2 n351 a2/233
+ +

pS T 2 ato r 2 au )2 r 2 a()2
L V41) '2 2/ '3

+ AS) T2 a (I: u28 azi2s u38 an;

ps L3U3s a; L1 a; L2 a; L3 a;

T2 pop IgO lif
(1 -fioflE-Xe)

D

Ps L3 U35 ais3 k s ps

'If
V3 - V3

U3-

a2 fi3s a2 n33
2 " 3

1 a u3 ( 2o (34 451 a (fi 'ii

, 2 a,±, 22 a oe2)2 + L32 a ve3- 2) U35 L1 a; L2 a;
k L

g PO'
- (1

U35 PS
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(5.3.8)



Angular Momentum ; 1st component:

_flogE goDgp)( a u1s

ai
a u2s a+ - V2

axi L2 aX2

T2(A+B) a 0, aqS, +02,302 +o3a03
psR2L1 a21 L, a; L2 aR2 L3 a;

KfT [uif ac( afif

219s/Z 2 L2 ai2

(3s a11,3

ai3

icf7A ao-1 a(A u23 s a A u3s+_v_+_v2 - + - V/D,

PSR 2 at L1 ail L2 ai2 L3 3 a;

2 ,CS T2 1 u3s aa3s _u2s

psR2 2 L2 a; L3 ai3
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a, 1 a20/

(5.3.9)

T2C0i[ a21

psR2 Li2 ai2
1 L2

,s2
2 a X2

2 ,s 2
L3 a X3



Angular Momentum ; 2nd component:

T2(A +B) a 451 815.1 02 302 453 atA

psR2L2 Li ail L2 ai2 L3 a;

.320'

a )232

2

Icf T

2 ps R
Iu[.

817( uf 819[

[ L3 ai3 Li Hi
-

u3s ,,s a 452
V,

L3 3 ai3

2 Ks T2 1 Uis a fils u;
- 00psR2 [2L3 a)?3 Li ail 221

(5.3.10)
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T2c °2 1 a202 a246

los R2 L 2 a y,s2
1 -1

..,2L2
,.12

3
-^2

2L3

KfTo2 84 u1a4
+

u2,ab2
+

psR2 al
+ V1-

ail
- -
L2 a;

202
(1 - /30g E AD,

I

a..,+ u1s s a _Fu2s s a +u3s a

5 at Li
v31 '2aii a; L3 a;



Angular Momentum ; 3rd component

203 (a us 2s u3 a
S

(1 - flogE -#0311D
i a u a

2 . v3
5 at Li ail L2 ax2 L3 3x3

T2 (A +B) a 01 aisia02 o3 a

psR2L3 a13 L1 ail L2 a22 L3 323

T2 C3 1 a2q3 i a24 a2

PS R2 y 2 .2 2
° L11 2

ai22
2 .2L3 ax3

(5.3.11)
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2 ps R2 Li Hi L2 a);
KfT raf2f ulf-

xf T 03 a 4 u: a 03 u2s a 03 u3s s a 4
- + V, V,

psR2 ai Li i a±-1 L2 4 ax-2 L3 3 ai3

2T2 ( u2s au; uls 31211

psR 2 2 L1 ail L2 aie2
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-HT

6. APPLICATION: EARTHQUAKE WAVES

6.1 Boundary Conditions With Plane Strain

The application we will present here is the response of a saturated soil to the base

rock motion associated with an earthquake. We assume that the base rock has a flat,

impermeable, horizontal upper surface at the bottom of the saturated porous micropolar

medium.

Base Rock

Figure 6.1.1 Vertical section showing a part of
the porous medium and the rock layer

Referring to the above figure, consider the base rock and the porous medium as

extending to infinity in all horizontal directions. For convenience, we will only consider the

case where both the solids (soils) and the fluid (water) have their upper surface together, at

x3 = 0. Let Ht be the distance from the top of the porous medium to the top of the base

rock. Let the upper surface of the base rock move in unison, in an arbitrary manner, but
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parallel to the x1- x3 plane. In a later section of this chapter we will choose specific motions

for the boundary conditions at x3 = HT. Because of the symmetry and uniformity of the

conditions, we can see that this will result in plane strain motion of the porous medium. In

this case, the mathematical characteristics of plane strain are:

a = 0 , , and 01 = = . (6.1.1a)

As we can see, the above relations eliminate four (scalar) dependent variables from the field

equations, leaving seven. When we substitute these relations into the field equations, we see

that four equations are also eliminated, leaving seven.

Again considering the uniformity of the boundary conditions, especially along the x1

axis, we can also see that

ai

Using relations (6.1.1a) and (6.1.1b) in field equations (5.3.1) through (5.3.11), the resulting

simplified equations are:

Mass (solids):

1610) aff
-

flo al (-130

U3sdfJs 116) U3s aV3113
L3 die3 Po L3 a 13

u3s aq

L3 a;

(6.1.1b)

(6.1.2)



Mass (fluid):

(
f

C-DA)

Po

AE

^E cfnDu3f (gE 13O) up - r-0 up D ,,f

L3 lao I" d3 po
a3

V3

('3pf ,E, Cfpop p,D de ,f /310) p C fp op D U3f a f
v3 - _11 V _

L3 PO di3 PO po r L3 a
ie3

3

Linear Momentum (fluid) ; 1st component:

0E
Po

f
Ca f D

PO (flE Ifo' fp) a 13 D

flo a i Po flo a

)(11 fpop) u( ag
130

po L3 a 3?3

[ ,,E, Cfp0D D afif uir Ja(
P + p + --v-

Po a t L3 3 a i

Tpf a2f( flo T[,,f Uis si
V1

fl0gL32 a023)2 k s T T
t .1 If

(6.1.3)
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(6.1.4)



Linear Momentum (fluid) ; 3rd component:

c6
D ( CfPOD )[af3ff5E fiD

PO r- I90 a i

flo pf T U;
V3 V3

ks do. U3f

f D
P10) hD C PO DT2 g (gE P )

Uf3 A po

Linear Momentum (solids) ; 1st component:

s
gE D a9s +U3s sHls0 fi \ l 1 ps T2Cu

PO al L3 3 a; Apsi: a(;)2

T[Uif f sl Ks T2
1,1 111 +

ks ps uis Po Ps

Linear Momentum (solids) ; 3rd component:

(1fJEPfJD
A A

T2 pop (1 1 E gO) D afi'D
)

ai?ps L3U3s A Po 3

[a f3s

at

11331933a1933

L3 a 23

^U f a-oif mpf A n2i)u V3f

L3 .5 H3
fl0d3132

a(13)2

D
po T2 E D

(g )
p-t,L3Uif A ai;

_ (2,us + As)T2 a2u33

A psL32 a(;)2

flo pf T[ U3f
v3 v3

ks ps u;

2 s
ICs T2 a gT2 Pf

/5
, 0 E gD

+ )+ flops L32 a (i3)2 u3s ps

(6.1.5)
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(6.1.7)

(6.1.6)

1 a2us: 02 .30.2 1

L (i3)2 U43 a;



Angular Momentum ; 2nd component:

2202 1/31:0) Dia u3s a(-- gE --g ) q5 --

5 flo Po a 1 L3 ai3 2

T2co2 a24 KfT

flopsR2L32 8232 2flopsit 2

KfT 02 {a 02 U3s s a 1+ 21Cs T2

130p3 R 2 ai L3 3 aks, 130psR 2

6.2 Scaling and Full Linearization

In keeping with our policy of being as general as possible for as long as possible, we

will now give the conditions for full linearization in terms of the generic scaling constants.

By inspection of the equations in the previous section, we can see that the following

conditions will justify the deletion of the non-linear terms.

« 1 (6.2.1)

U3f« 1 and « 1
L3 L3

uif

L3 a;

[I. (As afils
- 02412 L3 823

(6.1.8)
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(6.2.2)



fPoC - « 1
Po

afL Uf. 0 3 3

pD T2

ps L3 U;

130 pop T

U33 flops R2

L3 Kf T

On the assumption that our model satisfies the above relations, we may eliminate the

non-linear terms from field equations (6.1.2) through (6.1.8) to obtain:

Mass (solids):

X_ 1 E U3s a2a3s
)

L3 a±s alPO ai A 3

U; dgE 312;

(6.2.3)

(6.2.4)

(6.2.5)

(6.2.6)

(6.2.7)
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floP-fr

Linear Momentum (fluid) ; 1st component:

PfiE ^E 19(
Tit f a2

P at f4-L32 3()2

k ps

go) a +IP fP0D E a -1)

Po al po al

Uf3 AE cepAE fp --V,
L3 di3 3

Linear Momentum (fluid) ; 3rd component:

fEi a v- f
p AE 3 42" 32 f

3

4;pic:L32
3()2

PoD2 gE afiD

pa3 I/3f ats3

Linear Momentum (solids) ; 1st component:

Ulf
13,

U's

a2,2 s
gE) 1

312

a

aliç flops

S 2
+

iff f3" gE Ea f 3

L3 ai3

Uf
3 ^E d -f-

L3 di3 3

,copfTI f 1113 anisv -
k uif al

160 pf T U; aft;---- V3 - ---
k u3f ai

gr2 c fp D0 le D
(1f3 P0

p5 T2 a2s
1909132 3(i3)2

a2fiis 02 84
3(;)2 uisL3

(6.2.10)

(6.2.11)

(6.2.8)

(6.2.9)

Mass fluid):
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Linear Momentum (solids) ; 3rd component

1 E a2/23s

to at
^ 2

2DT po

p0psL32 3(23)2 psL3u38 Po

(4 As)T2 a2;
1.4

130 pfT LI3f ^f act; 1C8T2 32

ks ps u3s di Aps1,32 a(i3)2

Angular Momentum ; 2nd component:

202
gE(--5 flo- 2at

KfTo2 a4
f3opsR2

T2c02 a2;02

PopsR242 ai32

Dcs T2 1 U:
130psR2 2 L3

We now have 7 equations in the 7 variables:

OD ^D ,ss fID, p , 1.11, u3, v1, v3, and 02 .

Note that, at this point in the development and simplification of the equations, they now

decouple into two systems. First, there is the 3 x3 system of equations (6.2.9), (6.2.11) and

(6.2.13) which contain the dependent variables:

and

Secondly, there is the 4x4 system of equations (6.2.7), (6.2.8), (6.2.10) and (6.2.12) which

contain the dependent variables:

gT2 Po gl
D

aD

(1 - PE) 'O
U3s Ps Po

,afiD
'0 a i3

KfT u[a[
2 flops R2 L3 as3

- 0241

(6.2.13)
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(6.2.12)
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/ID 13. D 3s and g.

The 3 x3 system may be referred to as the horizontal system and the 4x4 system may be

referred to as the vertical system.

6.3 Solving for the Volumetric Porosity

We can solve the conservation of mass equation (6.2.7) for the dynamic volumetric

porosity and can then eliminate that variable and that equation from the vertical system of

equations.

First, to solve equation (6.2.7), note that each term in the equation is differentiated

with respect to time. Therefore we can simply integrate both sides of the equation with

respect to time, from time = 0 to any positive time, to get:

Po)
[11D

3,t^)
gr)(23,0)1

1 gE U3s an3s(23,0 aii3s(0)1
_

Po Po L3 a23 ai3

T T s E
d41 [u": 023 1) - U (23,0)1L3 di3
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(6.3.1)

s
, ) = 0 , (6.3.3)

By definition of the dynamic part, we know that:

flp , o = o . (6.3.2)

One of our initial conditions is:



and from this it also follows that:

After substituting these relations into equation (6.3.1) we find the solution to be:

us13 Us d
gD

130 1 gE 3 3 0 3 " s= (_ - ) - u3

flo L33 pp L3 di3
0

After the system of equations is solved, and ul is found, the above equation will be used to

evaluate the dynamic volumetric porosity.

To eliminate the dynamic volumetric porosity from equation (6.2.8), equation (6.2.7)

may be substituted into (6.2.8) to get:

f D DU:
)15E

a2113$ U35 dg ,E 3U3 c Po gE vp
3 /30 a13 at L3 dR3 at P0 at

- gE d f U3f d gE ^ff) V3 p V3

L3 r a23 L3 di3 L3 3

(6.3.4)

(6.3.5)

(6.3.6)
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So that the size of the coefficients in the above equation is the same order of magnitude as

the coefficients in the other equations in the system, we may multiply both sides by

L31 U3f, to get:



U: 12 " s T AF Cfpa u u: d ou3 L3 opgE) fiE 3 E a j3D

u( PO ai3at(fir ai u3f Po at
(6.3.7)

aff 7 75E
75E sE 3 75E de ,f ,,Eap- p p p - p

aie3 di3 di3

This is sometimes referred to as the storage equation.

The only other occurrence of the dynamic volumetric porosity in the system of field

equations is in equation (6.2.12). This time we need to substitute the solution (6.3.5) into

(6.2.12), to get:

2 " s
1 ,sE a u3 (2ps + ils)T2 a 2 12; T2PoD 1

T?
E a fip

( P ) ( -g)
at"2 psL32 a 023)2 PsL3 U3s PO a3

V3 +
130 pf T U3f f au3s icsT2

k s ps U35 at

gT2 Po 1 1(1 PE)
ps Po

u3s an3s
# ) L3 33

The vertical system of field equations is now comprised of the three equations

(6.2.10), (6.3.7) and (6.3.8) in the three unknowns:

U3 13D .

a 2 s
3

U3s
U3

L3 6/13
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(6.3.8)
pop s L32 a (13)2



6.4 Initial and Boundary Conditions

6.4.1 Initial Conditions

At time zero we have static equilibrium. There are no displacements and no

velocities. All dynamic parts of variables are zero. In mathematical terms, we have

at t= 0:

n Sills
= /13

1
= =3

= 0

" Dp = 0

=

afi: an; -o

6.4.2 Boundary Conditions at the Bottom of the Porous Medium

As was discussed in section 6.1, the motion of the porous medium will be caused by

the motion of the base rock at the boundary surface x3 = - Hr. We will choose a periodic

motion with period T, which will be the quantity used to scale the time t. We will adopt the

real part convention in the equations, which is that only the real part of any complex equation

(6.4.1)
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is to be considered. All points of the boundary surface will move in unison, that is, the rock

surface remains flat and horizontal. The amplitudes of the motions of the fluid and the solids

at this boundary will determine the quantities to be used for scaling u:, vnf and c , as

discussed in general terms in section 5.1. Letting u: denote the horizontal and vertical

displacements of the rock, with n= 1 and n = 3 respectively, we define the motion to be:

r 2i rtIT
U1 = a e

ur= a e 2ri NtIT
3 3

(6.4.2)

where the anr may be complex valued quantities. These quantities may be expressed in polar

form as:

r Ia rla = ale Iaa le n
=1,3) (6.4.3)n = n n n

where a1 and a 3 are the phase angles of the complex coefficients.

Now we will look at the effect that this motion of the rock has on the motion of the

fluid and the solids at the bottom boundary.

From this point on we will use the scaled form of the time variable, via the relation

I=t/T.

First, we can see that the vertical motion of the fluid and the solids must follow the

vertical rock motion exactly at the boundary, and also that the amplitude of the motion, I a3r1,

can be used to scale the vertical motion variables. Thus, we have:

rfU3 = C 1 e3 3 (6.4.4)



and

uif = u33 = 141 .

Using (6.4.3) and (6.4.5) in (6.4.4), we can write the scaled form as:fr
113 = 113 = a3 e

(6.4.5)

(6.4.6)

Since it is the velocity of the fluid, rather than its displacement, that appears in the field

equations, we can differentiate (6.4.6) with respect to time to get:

= 2 r (iii3r)ei2i . (6.4.7)

However, in the case of the horizontal motion, there will be some slip in the motion

of the fluid and the solids relative to the rock. In the case of the fluid motion, we can

introduce a slip-no slip coefficient bf having the property 0 bf 1, where bf = 0

represents complete slip and bf--- 1 represents no slip. Using this, the horizontal fluid motion

is:

u( b fur = b far ei2g1
(6.4.8)

Since we would like the b" coefficients to remain overtly in the boundary conditions (and so

also in the analytical solution), we will use only the horizontal rock motion amplitude to scale

the horizontal fluid and solids motion. So, the scaling of the horizontal fluid displacement

is the amplitude:

uf = a171 . (6.4.9)
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Using this in equation (6.4.8), and then dividing it out, the scaled form is:

liif b f cir ei2g1 (6.4.10)

As before, we can derive the horizontal fluid velocity at the rock boundary by differentiating

(6.4.10) with respect to time to get:

-fv = 2r b f ei2Irt (6.4.11)
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In the case of the horizontal solids motion, we have the slip-no slip coefficient bs

with 0 s 1, where bs =0 represents complete slip and bs = 1 represents no slip. In the

case of the nicropolar solids medium that we are using we have the additional consideration

of spin-no spin. This means that the no slip fraction of the horizontal rock motion itself has

two parts: the spin of each solid particle and the linear horizontal motion of each solid

particle. The spin coefficient will be denoted b, with 0 s 1, where bo = 0 represents

no spin and b0 = 1 represents all spin. Using this, the horizontal solids motion at the rock

boundary is:

= b s (1 - bO)uir = b s (1- b0)air e'vri . (6.4.12)

The scaling for this, as in the note preceding relation (6.4.9), will be the amplitude:

Uis = Ichrl . (6.4.13)

After scaling equation (6.4.12), we get:

ais = bs(1 -b0)a1r ei2Nt (6.4.14)



so that:

bsV r,2,i
(P2 -

In the above, R is the constant radius of all particles. The negative sign is due to the right

hand convention for coordinate systems and spin vectors. The scaling factor for the angle

will be the amplitude:

ho (6.4.17)
R

The scaled equation is then:

4 b s (6.4.18)

6.4.3 Boundary Conditions at the Top of the Porous Medium

On the free surface, at x3= 0, the stresses will be zero. From the constitutive relation

for the fluid stress (3.2.5) and the constitutive relation for the solids stress (3.2.17), we get:

- ,Bp1 + Af V.vfl - Af (Vvf + (Vvf )7') = 0
2

(6.4.16)

(6.4.19)
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Finally, the particle spin angle is given through the motion of its circumference as:

R 02 = -bsbOuir = , (6.4.15)



3 a vif
- 0 or

2 ax3

a v f
flp + yif 3 - 0

aX3

a V3f
- flp - 2.1f - 0.

3x3

These last two equations can be solved simultaneously, to get:

ay(--0
ax3

(6.4.21)

(6.4.22)

(6.4.23)

(6.4.24)
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and

As 07. usg- + ors + rs)vus(vu)s \T (1 13)p I Ks = 0 . (6.4.20)

Each of the above two equations is a tensor relation and may be expanded into components.

Using the plane strain restrictions as described in section 6.1, equation (6.4.19)

becomes:



system:

au3s
As 0

ax3

p = 0 . (6.4.25)

Expanding (6.4.20) in the same manner, and making use of (6.4.25), we get the

au3s
(As +2p' + Ks) - 0

a X3

au ss 1 Ks

a X3 2

auis
+ = V .

a X3

au3s

ax3

Equations (6.4.26) and (6.4.27) each imply that:

(6.4.26)

(6.4.27)

(6.4.28)
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(6.4.29)

(6.4.30)



Equations (6.4.28) and (6.4.29) can be solved simultaneously to get:

0 (6.4.31)

A = 0 . (6.4.32)

Clearly, the above relations are still valid in their dynamic, scaled and dimensionless forms,

and will be shown in those forms in the following summary.

6.4.4 Summary of the Boundary Conditions

Boundary conditions at the bottom; i3= -1:

(0-1,0 = bs(1 - ret2gi (6.4.14)

-1,t) = (6.4.33)

1
(-1 = 2 rcb f (lair) ei2z1 (6.4.11)

r-191(-1 t) = 2 21- (ia3 ) e12ffi3 (6.4.7)
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au:
ax3

and



Boundary conditions at the top; isc3 =0:

anis
(0,0 = o

*02(-1,t) = - b el2tri . (6.4.18)

These boundary equations make use of the following scaling constants:

U[= 3 = lan (6.4.34)

TTf= U38 = la3r1 (6.4.5)tJ3

lan
R *

an;
(0, t) = o

aye3

(6.4.17)

(6.4.35)
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(6.4.36)



a fif
(0 , 0 = o (6.4.37)
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aR,
(0,0 o (6.4.38)

'fiD(0,0 = 0 (6.4.39)

(0,0 = 0 . (6.4.40)



Assumption L implies that:

,E1 dPE
1 and .

61;

7. SOLUTION OF THE VERTICAL FIELD EQUATIONS

7.1 Constant Coefficients and Further Simplification

We can obtain constant coefficients and also achieve considerable further

simplification of the field equations by making the following two reasonable assumptions

(which do not place severe restrictions on our model) :

At static equilibrium the volumetric porosity is constant in space.

At static equilibrium the intrinsic fluid density is constant in space.

Assumption K implies that:

d gEgE = 1and -0.

Examination of equation (4.1.5) shows that, for pE to be constant, we must also have:

f = o . (7.1.3)

These relations cause all coefficients in the field equations to become constant and they also

cause many of the coefficients to become zero.

(7.1.1)

(7.1.2)
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After substituting (7.1.1), (7.1.2) and (7.1.3) into the vertical field equations, and

also noting that for our application we have ul = U33 = U3 , they become:

1-fio a a: _

flo 32301 a;

a fif T(2pf ,if) 02 -11( & pf T I ad; I oD T2 apD

ai fl0pfoi,32 31 k Sp
L

at] 1101,3 u3

1 -Po 021233 (2ps +As + Ks) T2 a2U3 T2p0D (1- igo) afi D

flo 312 p0psL32 34 p31,3u3 0x3

0 pf T f afi3si gT2(1 /30) pir;
V3 1

k3 p3 at L3130 ps 323

The formula for the dynamic volumetric porosity, equation (6.3.5), becomes:

D
-

(1 -&) an3s
fl

POD L3 313

(7.1.4)

(7.1.5)

(7.1.6)

(7.1.7)

Similarly, substituting relations (7.1.1), (7.1.2) and (7.1.3) into the horizontal

equations, and noting that Ui f = U13 = U1, they become:



a-or Tat. 32f /3p1 TI aells
Ivi

al 160,01'32 84 ksPr) ai

1 a217:

160 812 flopsL32 8232 ksps

er 02 84
pops uls L3 af3

2o2 1-130 0202 T2co2 a24 KfT

5 flo 812 flops R2 L32 8232 2130psR2 L3 a;

tcf T 02 a (;62 2er 1 u, 1 02 02

130P3R2 al ApsR2 2 L3 a;

7.2 The Vertical Equations - Preliminaries

As we will now see, the vertical system can be consolidated into a single equation.

First, note that the dynamic pressure occurs only in equations (7.1.5) and (7.1.6) and only

in gradient form. Solving (7.1.5) for the dynamic pressure gradient, we get:

(us ÷Ks)T2 82fil5 fl/TIan:
v1

ai

(7.1.8)
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(7.1.9)

(7.1.10)



L3 U3f ag T(2,uf+ Af) a2,931. popfT an;
Po (V3

poD T2 ai /101,32
ai2 ks ai

Later, after the equations have been solved for the vertical fluid velocity and the solids

displacement, we can integrate the above equation to find the dynamic pressure. For now,

substitute (7.2.1) into (7.1.6) to get:

1-iGo 32123s (2,,, ÷ + Ks)T2 32,23s

PO .312 POPsL32 aX"32

13,23p

,UT _an3s1
ks ps al

gT2 (1 - flo)
-

pio an; (1 - fio)pio avif
)

L3 f30 ps ax3fl0p8al
(1- fl0)T(2,uf + a2133f

(7.2.1)

(7.2.2)

Secondly, solve (7.1.4) for the vertical fluid velocity by integrating it with respect to

the vertical coordinate, to get:

f(x, ) -193f(-1, ts)
1-fi0

[al atans
,t) (-1,i)1.

PO 'at at
(7.2.3)
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Referring to boundary conditions (6.4.7) and (6.4.33), and remembering the real-part

convention, we have:



"r
/

i2g1I) = 2ria3e3

and
(7.2.4)

an;(-1,t) =
at

Using these boundary conditions in (7.2.3) gives:

After solving for the solids displacement, we can use this to find the fluid velocity. Now,

substitute this into equation (7.2.2), combine like terms, and simplify to get:

aup.s3 a 233a 2 /13s a 3 123s
+A4A1 + A2

3 2 ^ 2
a12 at ax3at

(7.2.6)

ails3s
+ a3rA6 ei2ffi+

A5 ais3

where the coefficients are:

A1
ps + (1 flo)Pic

(7.2.7)
P

(7.2.5)
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and

where

Pr°.

pops

PfA,
(1 flo)psks

A3=
(1 fl0)T(2,uf + Af)

1312) P sL32

T2(2,us +A + K3)A4-
(1(1 fio)ps1:

A gT2 Po

L3 ps

Note that the above coefficients are all dimensionless.

(7.2.8)

(7.2.9)

A6 = - 4 71-2 A + 2 n-A2i , (7.2.12)

(7.2.13)
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(7.2.10)

(7.2.11)
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In order to perform separation of variables on equation (7.2.6), one of the terms

must be dropped, either A3 or A5. Based on the physical constants we will be using, the A3

term will be very small (on the order of 10 -8 ) and we will drop that term.

From now on, for notational simplicity, all variables will be written in the shorthand

manner as shown below:

Old notation New notation

U3

3

gD

D
F

f3

1

fiD

U3

V3

Using this new notation, we may summarize the vertical field equations as follows:

fiD - )90) u3 au3

PIG) L3 aX

(7.2.14)

(7.2.15)



14 3u3 2 .

+ .r e ;2 rt
V3 -

A at 130 3

a
u3(-1,t) = â3fei22tt ;

u
3 (0, = 0 .

ax

Because of the inhomogeneous term in the equation (7.2.18) and the inhomogeneous

boundary condition in (7.2.19), it will be necessary to split the system into two parts. We

have found that a decomposition that works is:

. (7.2.16)

(7.2.17)

a2u au a3U3 a2u, au3
A, -3 +

A2 -at3 - A, + A4 + A5 + a3rA6 e'mt . (7.2.18)
at2 a X2at ax 2 ax

Clearly, the next step is to solve the last equation (7.2.18), after which we can then

solve the other equations (7.2.15), (7.2.16) and (7.2.17) by successive substitutions.

First, let us look at the initial and boundary conditions from section 6.4 which are to

be used with equation (7.2.18) :

au3
u3 (x, 0) = 0 ;

t
(x, 0) = 0

(7.2.19)

u3(x,t) = w (x,t) + f (x) e12'" (7.2.20)
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ap D _ L3U3 f a v, T(2lif if) a2v3 g3/./T au

ax D
po T2

Po at goL32 ax 2
(1,3

k s at
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After substituting this into the system (7.2.18) and (7.2.19), we can see that w satisfies the

system:

32141A aw 3214, A 3w
A + = da5

3t2 2 at Aax 2 ax

w (x , 0) = - f (x) ; (x , 0) = - 22z- f (x)
at

(7.2.22)

w(-1, t) = 0 ; aw(0, t) = 0 .

ax

and f satisfies the ordinary differential equation:

( - 4 ir2itli + 2 rA2 i) f (x) = A4 f (x) + A5 f (x) + a; 2 4 6 (7.2.23)

and boundary conditions:

f(-1) = et3r. ; f'(0) = 0 . (7.2.24)

Notice that the inhomogeneous term and boundary condition are now associated only with

the ordinary differential equation where they are easier to deal with, and that the partial

differential equation is homogeneous and has homogeneous boundary conditions.

As we will see, the function f is the steady state part, and the function w is the

transient part of the solution. Because of the initial conditions in (7.2.22), it is clear that we

first need to solve for f

(7.2.21)



To solve forf, first rewrite equation (7.2.23) as:

A4 f "(x) + A5 fi(x) + Aof(x) = -113 rA6 , (7.3.1)

where

Ao = 4 7-c2A1 - i277-A2. (7.3.2)

By the usual methods, along with the "method of undetermined coefficients", we know that

the form for the solution of (7.3.1) will be:

f(x) cerx + de" + m , (7.3.3)

where r and s are solutions of the characteristic equation:

A4r2 + A5 r + Ao= 0 . (7.3.4)

The solutions of this equation are:

r = 1[_A - 4A4A0
2A4 5

s - 1[-A - sIA2
-4A4 A°

l
2A4 5 5

Substituting (7.3.3) into equation (7.3.1) leads to:
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(7.3.5)

7.3 Th olvin for



r A6
= .

Ao

To solve for c and d, we can substitute (7.3.3) into the boundary conditions (7.2.4)

to find that:

s (et; - m)
c -

se - re'
(7.3.6)

d= - r (a; - m)

se' - re'

Using (7.3.5) and (7.3.6) in (7.3.3) gives the solution:

a3f(x) - r( 1 A6 ) s e rx - r e "

Ao se' -re -8

7.4 The Vertical Equations - Solving for w

We will use the method of separation of variables to solve the system (7.2.21) and

(7.2.22), so, assume that:

w n(x,t) = X n(x) T n(t) . (7.4.1)

a3rA6
A0

Substitute this into equation (7.2.21) and divide through by X T to get:

A T" A
=

T' X" X'
Z1,

I T T X 5 X

(7.3.5)

(7.3.7)
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By the usual arguments, we must set each side of the above equation equal to the same

constant. Also, to get a non-trivial solution, this constant must be negative. So call it -k2

and split equation (7.4.2) into the pair of equations:

and

Now, to solve for X, rewrite (7.4.3) as:

A4Xn" + A5Xn' + k2 = 0 (7.4.5)

and use (7.4.1) in the homogeneous boundary conditions in (7.2.22) to get the boundary

conditions for X

( - 1 ) = 0 (0) = 0 (7.4.6)

The characteristic equation for (7.4.5) is:

A4q2 + A5q + = 0 . (7.4.7)

This has the roots:

X" X'A4- + As k2

T"
T

+ A2 T= k2 .

A5 vi - 4A4k2
q = -

2A4 2A4

(7.4.3)

(7.4.4)

(7.4.8)

and, since we will see later that 4 A4>> (A5) 2 , we can write these roots in the form:



c1 A
n=

C2

ci = tan yin
C2

(7.4.12)

An (2n +1) , (7.4.14)
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a Ani (7.4.9)

where:

A5a -
2 A4

(7.4.10)i -- 4A4 k2 .

" 2k.

Using this notation, the general solution of equation (7.4.5) is:

X n(x) = e' (ci cos A nx + c2sin A nx) (7.4.11)

Applying the boundary conditions (7.4.6) to this formula leads to:

so that we have the eigenvalue relation:

= tan An (7.4.13)

Since we will find in our application that a is fairly small, one can see that these eigenvalues

will be close to:
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and will converge to the right hand value as n increases. We will later compute the

eigenvalues by solving equation (7.4.13) numerically.

To fully solve for the Xfunction, substitute relation (7.4.12a) into (7.4.11), and drop

the common constant, to get:

get:

.X. = e-" (cos .1x + sm2. x) .

An

A1 T" + A2 T' + k2 T = 0 . (7.4.17)

The characteristic equation for this differential equation is:

+ A2R + k2 = 0 . (7.4.18)

To solve this quadratic equation, we first need to solve relation (7.4.10b) for k2, to get:

(7.4.15)

k2 - + A 224 n
4A4

(7.4.19)

The corresponding eigenfunctions will be defined as:

= cos/1,7x + a sin /1x . (7.4.16)

Next we will solve equation (7.4.4) for the T function. Rearrange that equation to



Use this in equation (7.4.18) to get the solutions:

1=(-A, + IA A4 4A1A4 A2n )

Sn

2 Ai -

1
= (-A,- 11A22 - 4A1A4A2,, )

2 AI -

So, the general solution of (7.4.17) is:

1'n(t) = cneRnt d esnt .

To find the coefficients in this formula, we first need to combine this T with the formula for

X, and use these in relation (7.4.1), to get:

wn(x,t) e (cneRnt clnesnt)Fn(x) , (7.4.22)

and also, by the superposition principle, we can say that:

( , ) = e -"E:=0(cneR"t 1 ne s"t )F (x) . (7.4.23)

Now we are ready to solve for the unknown coefficients in (7.4.23) by using the initial

conditions from (7.2.22). Doing this yields:

w(x,0) = e " E:=0 (c + cln)Fn(x) = -f(x)
(7.4.24)

x , 0) = e 'E:=0(cnRn+ cinSn)Fn(x) = i2 re f (x)

(7.4.20)

(7.4.21)
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Then divide this through by the exponential function to get:

En-=0 (c + dn)Fn(x) = - e 'tx f (x)
(7.4.25)

En-ro (cnRn+ dnSn)Fn(x) = -i2 re'f(x) .

Next, we need to expand the right side of these equations using the same eigenfunctions F.

This expansion is found to be:

where:

Pn

sin A
e f (x) = 2 ti; E: 0 n F(x)

fl

sin A
Rncn + Sndn = - (2 ri) 2 P

n

(7.4.26)
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Now combine (7.4.26) with the equations in (7.4.25), and drop the summation, to get the

system of equations:

sin An
cn +d = -2 Pn

An
(7.4.28)

e (1 + A61,40)(a2 +)2n)

1 + a( tx - 1)/A2n a2 + A2n -Ao/A4
A6IAo (7.4.27)



These solve as:

r sin A Sn- 2 TC i
cn = 2 a3 " Pn

An R,-S,,

sin A R - 2 r
dn = - 2 a; n n

An n Rn- Sn

Then, use these formulas in formula (7.4.23) to get (the real part 00:

w (X,t) =

pn sin An
r(sn_ 2 n i) e

2"es; e

(7.4.29)

In the next section, we will combine the formulas forf and w into the expression for u.

7.5 The Vertical Equations - Finding u and Convergence in Time

Substitute formulas (7.3.7) and (7.4.30) into relation (7.2.20), to arrive at:
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u3 (x, t) =

Pn sin An
[(Sn- 2 r i) eRnt - (Rn - 2 ri- i) esnlF (x)

A An (Rn- Sn) (7.5.1)

(+ a; 1 + A6
5' erx re

e

ID:1

-
,sr A6 12fft

a eA0 sere ' 3

270

7

where we must consider the real part of (7.5.1) as the solution

Next, we need to consider convergence with regards to large values of time, and

transition to the steady state. For large values of time, we expect the solution (7.5.1) to

2 e " In=°A(R-S)
L

Rn- 2 7Ci e ]Fn(x) .

St (7.4.30)
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approach the steady state solution. Thus, we need to have negative real parts in the

coefficients in each exponent, in all terms of the series. That is, we need to have:

Re (Rn) < 0 , Vn 0

(7.5.2)
Re (Sn ) < 0 , Vn 0.

By inspection of the formulas in (7.4.20), since the Ak quantities are all positive real numbers,

we can see that:

Res/A - AiA52 I A4- 4A1i44.12,7 <A2 V n 0, (7.5.3)

and thus, we do have the above relations in (7.5.2). So, for large values of time, the series

part of the solution (7.5.1) vanishes and we are left with the steady state solution, the real

part of:

SS
U3 (x,t) = f(x)e't =

a r A6 ei2Irt
a3 1
r( A se' - re" e,2,,+ 6

Ao se-r - re' 3 Ao

We can see from this that the steady state is not static, but oscillates (as expected) at the

same frequency as the driving motion of the rock bed.

7.6 The Vertical Equations - Series Convergence:

First note that, for the constants we will be using, relation (7.4.14) holds and thus

one of the factors in the series approaches (-1)", that is, we have:

(7.5.4)
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sin An (-1)n . (7.6.1)

This factor contributes to the changes of sign in the series, along with the eigenfunctions and

the exponential functions of time.

There are three major cases in analyzing convergence, t =0, 0 <t < .02 and t .02.

The value .02 is not fixed, but depends on what magnitudes (of the series terms) the reader

would consider as infinitesimal.

Fort =0 seconds, the series simplifies and one can easily separate the real part of the

series and see that its terms decrease on the order of it', which is quite good.

For t .02 seconds or so, and for the constants we will be using, the exponential

expressions in the series in (7.5.1) become extremely small as n increases, and this will give

us very rapid "computational" convergence. For t = .02 seconds, the real part of the

exponential function containing R will decrease to about 10 -16 by n = 17 and then maintain

that value for n> 17. For larger values of time, the decrease toward zero is much more

dramatic. For example, for t = 1 second, that exponential function decreases to about 10776

by n = 17. The real part of the exponential function containing S,., starts out even more

infinitesimal at n = 0 and then "increases" to the above mentioned small values by n = 17

and, as with the other term, maintains that same magnitude for n> 17. What this means is

that for t .02 seconds we only need to compute the series up to n = 17.

The convergence of the series in the time interval 0 <t < .02 seconds appears to

consist of a gradual transition from the convergence rate at t = 0 to the convergence rate at

t .02. That is, the exponential decay factor gradually emerges and becomes significant; and
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the rate of decrease of the terms after n= 17 shifts from n' to n'. We will analyze this case

in more detail later.

To analyze the convergence of the series for t> 0, after n= 17, we can once again

isolate the real part of the series and see that, for the choice of the phase coefficient

a; (7.6.2)

the terms decrease on the order n 2 For other choices of the phase coefficient the

convergence rate is not as good, due to the resulting displacement discontinuity at x = 0,

t = 0. Note: we may also set the phase coefficient = i, which simply has the effect of

yielding the negative of the solution.

Also, we will need to differentiate the series in the formula for u in order to find the

other three vertical variables: v (the fluid velocity), p (the pressure) and p (the porosity).

In order to differentiate the series term-by-term the resulting series needs at least to be

convergent and this is a problem because the convergence rate (of the derivatives) is on the

order n' and the alternation of signs is not always regular enough to guarantee convergence.

Therefore, we need to condition the series in such a way as to improve the rate of

convergence. In order to begin this process, it will first be necessary to write the real part

of the series. The complex quantities in the series are: A0, A6, R. and Si,.It will be best

(since we are interested in the tail of the series) to separate the real part of the terms of the

series for values of n such that the exponential coefficients are complex numbers, and this

will occur for all values of n such that:

A - 4A1A422n < 0 , (7.6.3)



that is, for all n such that:

1 / 2A> 021(A1,44) - A5 2 I A: .

n 2

Now define the integer Nas the first value ofn for which (7.6.3) holds, then we can say:

Vn3 n N. (7.65)

(In our application, N= 17.) For these values of n, we can write Rn and S the forms:

Rn = - 6 + ,un

Sn 61/In
(7.6.6)

where:

6 -.A2
2A1

(7.6.7)

2A11 I/4211244,12n - A A141 .

Using this notation, and after the complex factors are multiplied out and the real part

taken, we arrive at the following expression for the n th term.

2 e-"e -(5t On sin An F n(x)
w (x ,t) -

AnPn[(et4kn2 - 4 5'2241)2 + 4 r2A22]

[(A4kn2 - 4 ir2A1)(A4kn2- 4 71.2:4 ) 2 rc sin p nt

+ 8 r3 (A + A2 A7) sin 'int

+ 8 g3A2A7pncospnt] , for N.

(7.6.4)
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(7.6.8)



In the above, we have introduced the shorthand notations:

e-
1 + a(a - 1)/22

k ,l a2

= - A1 .

In these definitions we can see that, since iris small, On will be close to the value 1, and

will be close to A. We can see by inspection of (7.6.8) that the part of the formula that

keeps the terms of the series to the order n' are the factors involving k2 in the second line

of the formula. All other parts will converge at a better rate and do not need to be

conditioned. It will be convenient to isolate the "problem" part of the terms so that that the

factors in the numerator (in line 2) cancel with those in the denominator (in line 1). That

is, we can first expand that fraction in the following way:

(A4k, - 4 /1-2241) (A4 e - 4 r2A)

(A4k: - 4 ir2A1)2 + 4 ir2,1
(7.6.10)

1 + 4,r2
- (A - Ai)A4kn2 + 4r2 (A --241)Ai -A

(A4kn2 - 47r2441)2 + 4 ir2A22

We can see that the first term, "1", on the right side of (7.6.10) is the one that contributes

to the "problem" part of the series terms; and that the second term on the right side of

(7.6.10) is on the order of n-2 and so causes the corresponding series terms to be on the

order of n"4. So, using (7.6.10) in (7.6.8) leads to:

(7.6.9)
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(x, wnPROB (x,

16 7r3A7e' e -6t On sin An Fn(x)

A ,u n[(A41c - 4 ir2A1)2 + 4 r2A22]

[(-A4kn2 + 4 7r2A1 + A2) sinpnt + A2 p cospnt 1 , for n N.

where the "problem" part of the series terms is:

4 r e e -6t On sin iiP
sinp nt Fn(x)ROB

wn (x,t) - (7.6.12)
An' in

This is the part of the w series that we will now condition to have a faster rate of

convergence. We will see in a later step that it will be very useful to expand (7.6.12) into

two parts, by the substitution:

Sin/!,,t = (sin pt - sin Anct) + sinAnc t (7.6.13)

where

c = 041 Ai . (7.6.14)

The idea behind this part of the process is that, by inspection of definition (7.6.7b), we can

see that, for large n:

CA ?I (7.6.15)

and so we would expect the expression in parentheses in (7.6.13) to converge to zero as n

(7.6.11)
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increases. Later, we will see that the term on the far right of (7.6.13) will be needed to
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interact with the trigonometric terms in the eigenfunctions, Fn (x) . First let us see what the

rate of convergence is in expression (7.6.15). First write the difference:

where:

A2
As 2 -

4 4 4A1/44

cAn- pn= cyln - VC2A2n A8
A8

cAn+ Vc2 A2n A8

We can see that this expression (7.6.16) is on the order of n1. Next, write the trigonometric

difference in (7.6.13) as:

sin pt t - sin Anc t = 2 cos [-21 (p + nc) t] sin [-21 (pn - Anc) t] . (7.6.18)

In this expression we can see that its final factor begins to converge after the the first value

of n such that:

(p - nc) t < 2T. (7.6.19)

and for larger values of n will converge at a rate that becomes n-1. This cut-off value of n

depends on time t, where relatively large values of time cause the cut-off value of n to be

quite large, but this is not a problem, since for these values of time all of the terms are

extremely small (e.g. on the order of 1(11" ). On the other hand, when time is small, such

as t < 0.02 seconds, then (using our constants) n < 100, which is acceptable from a

computational standpoint.

(7.6.16)

(7.6.17)



So, use (7.6.13) in (7.6.12) to get:

PROB 4re-"e-6t On sin An (sin/int - sin A nc F n(x)
w n (x ,t) -

Anpn

4 re -ax e -51- On sin An sin Act Fn(x)
, for n N.

AnPn

Prl 4 1? e '
wn (x,t) -

In series form this is:

wPrl(x,t)= e' e-(5tr"n =N

-6t On sin An (sin pnt - sin AnC F n(x)

An lin

On sin yin (sin ,u nt - sin An c F n(x)

An p,,II

sin Act Fn(x) = sin Act cosAn x + sin Anct sin Ax =
An

1 .
A n(x + c - cosA x + c - sin A n(x - c - Ta cosfin (x - c

2 yin 2
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(7.6.20)

As we have just seen, the first term on the right side of (7.6.20) will converge on the order

of n-3 after some finite value of n. Call this first term on the right side of (7.6.20) by the

superscript "Prl" and write it as:

. (7.6.21a)

(7.6.21b)

Finally, in order to condition the second term on the right side of (7.6.20) by adding

and subtracting a known series from it, it will be necessary to combine some of the

trigonometric functions (along with the eigenfunctions) as follows:

(7.6.22)

Call the second term on the right side of (7.6.20) by the superscript "Pr2" , and use (7.6.22),



so that we can write it as:

Pr2 2 r e -" e -15t On (sin An)
wn (x, t) -

[ sin An(x ct) - (alAn) cosAn (x + et)]

[ sin An(x - ct) - (al An)cosAn (x - ct) I)

for n N. We can write the series form of (7.6.23a) as:

Osin A(x,t) =2recetflN n ,7

AnP n

( [ sin An(x + ct) - (al An) cosAn(x ct)]

[sin A n(x - ct) - (alAn) cosAn(x - ct)]) .

Now we need to find the series representation, involving the same trigonometric functions

as in (7.6.23b) above, for a known function. Using z as the independent variable, we can

express the square wave function as a series, using our eigenfunctions F:

sin A

An
2 2

A n+S(z) = 2 E 0 Fn(z)
[ 1 - (a I A) sin 2A

where S (z) is the square wave function which is equal to 1 on the interval [-1,11, equal to

-1 on [1,3], and has a period =4. Now integrate this, from 0 to z, and get:
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(7.6.23a)

(7.6.23b)

(7.6.24)



sin A

A n A2 +a2o2
a, (7.6.25)T(z)= 2Z0 [sinA z - cos A z + - ]

A[1 - (a/A2n)sin2A n]
n A n A

Here, T (z) is the triangle wave function which is equal to z on the interval [-1,1] and has

a period = 4. Substitute z = x + ct and then z = x - ct into (7.6.25) and then subtract the

results to get (using the shorthand symbol defined later in (7.6.27)):
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sin A

A A+ (7.6.26a)T(x+ct) - T(x- ct) = 2 E;=.,c, G
A[1 - (a/A2n)sin2An] n

(x ,t) .

This may be split into two series as follows:

sin A Gn(x,t)
T(x+ ct) - T(x-ct) = 2 E:=0

/12n [1 (a/A2n)Sill2A n]

Gn(x,t)
- 2 a 0

A (A2n+ Cr2 ) [1 - (t 2' I A2n) n]

(7.6.26b)

where:

Gn(x,t) = [sinAn(x - (al An) cosA n(x + ct)]

- [ sin An(x - ct) - (al An) cosAn(x - ct)] .

(7.6.27)

Notice that the second series in (7.6.26b) converges at the rate n and that the first series

is very similar to the series in (7.6.23) which we can now write, using (7.6.27), as:



What we need to do now is scale equation (7.6.26b) and rearrange terms so that it can be

added to (7.6.28) with the purpose of improving its convergence rate. So, multiply (7.6.26b)

by the factors from (7.6.28) that are needed to balance the terms for large values of n, and

transpose terms to get:

0 = e -a(x-r1) e-ot [T(x + ct) - T(x ct)]

+
2 7T -a(xi-1) -Of-a e e Z;=c1

Gn(x,t)

C Ankn2 [1 - (a I A2n) sin2An]

-2 Tr e -er(xi-1) , - -
(St s - IN -1 (sinAn)Gn(X,t)'n=0

C A2n [1 (a/ A2) sin2A n]

(sin A n)Gn(x ,t)
- 2 eer(x+1) e -or E

c A2n [1 - (a/ A,) sin2A

Since the left side of this equation is zero, the right side may be added to the series for w and,

in particular, we need to merge the final term with (7.6.28), and denote the combination by

the superscript "Pr3" to get:

27re-axe-45(Z: N

w" (x,t) =

w (x,t) =

sin A nGn(x,t)

A n Pn
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(7.6.29)

e' I. (7.6.30)

C A [1 (al A2n) sin2 A n]

2 r e " e -(5t =N
0 (sin A n)Gn(x,t) (7.6.28)

n
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The final stage of our process of conditioning the w series to have a faster convergence rate

is to now show that the expression in brackets in (7.6.30) converges on the order of /2-3.

This, combined with the other factor of lambda in the denominator to the left of the brackets,

will give a convergence rate for the "Pr3" series on the order of

HnInc An,i (Inc n+ Hnlin)

Now expand the expressions in the numerator and cancel the lambda squared terms:

A8Hn2 -2 ac2 (sin2 A n+

a2 c2
a-1) + [sin 4A(a-1)2]

A2n (7.6.34)

When we combine the two fractions inside the brackets we get:

ene- - e-
I c - H

n
,VC2 A2 -n n 8

, (7.6.31)
P n c yin [1 - (a/ yen) sin2A] cHnInAnpn

where we have introduced the shorthand notation:

a(a - 1) asin An
(7.6.32)Iln = 1 + - 1 -

42n
A2n

Next, rationalize the numerator in the right side of (7.6.31) to get:

[in2

C 2 A 2n Hn2 ( C 2 112n 8)
e (7.6.33)

HnInC Anpn (Inc A n+Hnpn)

e- a



Substitute this into (7.6.30) to get:

w (x,t) =

sin A
2 irer(x+1)e-otE: Gn(x,t)N

HnInc A2n p (Inc A n+ fin p n)

1

a2c2
A8Hn2 - 2 ac2 (sin2.1n+a-1) + [sin'..in-(a-1)2] .

A1n

So, as promised, we can see by inspection of (7.6.35) that the convergence rate of the "Pr3"

series is n". Because we have seen earlier that the convergence rate for the "Prl" series is

n", the over-all convergence rate of the w series will also be on the order ofn -3. As a result

of this, we can now differentiate the w series term-by-term. So we can now combine several

of the above expressions to form a new version of the w series. Using (7.6.11), (7.6.12),

(7.6.21), (7.6.29) and (7.6.35) in (7.4.30), we get:
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(7.6.35)



Re 2 i e " EN
P sin A

n [(s -2 inn=0 An(R-S)

+ 16 r3 (A-Ade -" e tN

w (x ,t) =

- (Rn-27ci)e iF (x)

On sin An F n(x)

Anp[(A4kn2 - 4 r2Ad2 + 4 r2A22]

[( - A4 k + 4 71-2)=11 + A2) sin pt + A2 p n COS lint]

+ wPri (x ,t) + wPr3 (x ,t)

+ e "(x+1) e [T(x + c t) - T(x - c t)]

(sin An)Gn (x,t)
- 2,r

e -tr(x+1)e -61. 'SIN-1'n=0 irn[1 A2n) sin2A

G n(x ,t)-alx-F1) -dt+
2 r ae e n=0

/ink' [1 - (a IA2n) sin2A n]

where the "Pr3" series is defined in (7.6.35) and the "Prl" series is defined in (7.6.21b).

Notice that in (7.6.36) some of the series are finite, from 0 to N- 1, and some are infinite,

from N to infinity, and some are infinite, from 0 to infinity

The solution for the solids displacement, u, can be found by combining the solution

for w in (7.6.36) with equation (7.5.1), and also showing both "Pr" series explicitly, to get:
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(7.6.36)



u3(x,t)

[Re 2 i e' Z 01 13n sin A
An (RnS n)

n [(S ) Rnt27r1e (Rn tri)e iFn(X)

+ 16 7r3 (A Ape' e
Osin AF(x)

Z;;-6t
AnPn[(A4kn2 4 ri-2441)2 + 4 r2A22]

[ ( A4 kn2 + 4 71-2A1+ (5A2)sin,unt + A2 pncospnti

+ 4re'e-ot zno, On sin An (sinpnt sin An ct)Fn(x)

AnPn

sin A Gn(x,t)
+ 2 recr(x+1)e

//AC/en pn (IncAn+Hnpn)
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(7.6.37)

A811,72 ac2 (sin2.1n+a-1)+
A2n

[sin4An(a-1)2]

+ e-alx+1) e-6t [T (x + ct) T(x ct)]

(sin An)Gn(x,t)2r -er(x+1) -of NIN-1
" n =0

A2,,[1 (a/ 22) sin2A n]

Gn(X,t)2 Ira e-cr(xi-oe -or z°°n
Ankn2 [1_ (a,u2n) sin2A

+ Re A6[ i 1 + i2nt
A

Serx resx ei2Nt 7_ e
0 S e-r re-s

A

Ao



7.7 The Vertical Equations - Uniform Convergence and Differentiation

First, we will consider the uniform convergence of the series for u given in equation

(7.6.37). We can use the Weierstrass M-test to show uniform convergence. Notice that

each of the infinite series in this equation converges on the order n- 3 or faster. Only the

series referred to as "Prl", equation (7.6.21b), depends partly on the difference of sine

functions for its rate of convergence; however, the factors in the denominator alone give a

convergence rate of n-2, which is sufficient. Then notice that the variables x and 1 within the

infinite series appear only in the arguments of sine or cosine functions. Therefore, by

choosing each of these functions to be 1 (or -1) we arrive at a bounding series of constant

terms, and this proves uniform convergence of the series for u.

Now consider the derivatives of u with respect to x and with respect toe. It will be

convenient to name each part of the solution for u, as given in (7.6.37), for easy reference.

We will partition u as follows:

SS
U3 WA + WB + W Prl + WPr3 + W + W TA + W 773 + U ,

where the terms labeled Prl and Pr3 are defined in equations (7.6.21b) and (7.6.35); the

terms labeled T, TA and TB have to do with the triangle wave; the term labeled SS is the

steady state part. These parts are defined as:

w A =

Re2i e[
N _1 Pn sin A

' En=0 " [(s-2i
An(Rn S n)
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(7.7.1)

et - (Rn - 2 rci)esn F (x)
(7.7.2)



The steady state part is:

en
16 7r3 (A-241)e' e-(St E:

sin AF(x)
=N

[(244 kn2 - 4 1r2A02 + 4,.2A22]

+ 4 ir2i11 + A2) sin ,unt + 242 COS lint]2

The parts having to do with the triangle function are:

T n"w e -a(x+1)e -6t [T(x + ct) - T(x -

(sinAn) Gn(x ,t)w TA = 2r e - a(xtl)e-ot EN -1
n=0 2

A[1 - (e.i2,7) sin2A

Gn(x,t)TB 2 2ra e-tr(x+oe -
61t n=0

A nk,i2 [1 - (al A2,7) sin2A n]

USS = Re ii 1 + A6[
se' - r e"

Act se' - re-s
A6

Ao

i2fftl
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(7.7.4)

(7.7.5)

(7.7.6)

(7.7.7)

The finite series (labeled A and TA) and the closed-form steady state part (labeled SS) can

simply be differentiated with respect to x or t without problem. The triangle wave functions

become square wave functions. In the infinite series, differentiation with respect to x has the

(7.7.3)
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effect of introducing a factor of lambda into the numerators and this reduces the rate of

convergence to n2 or faster. So, we can follow the procedure used on u earlier and apply

it to the derivatives of the infinite series labeled B, Pr3 and TB, thus showing that they

converge uniformly.

We will have to separately analyze the derivatives of the infinite series labeled Prl.

The term-by-term derivative of this with respect to x (noting the need for the product rule)

is:

awPr!
CCW

Prl

ax

+ 4eetN On sin An ( sin p nt - sin An C t)
(-sin Anx + cos Ax)

(7.7.8)

We will now show that this is a valid equation. In order to find a bounding series of

constants for this last series, we can first let the trigonometric functions of x be 1 (or -1 as

needed) and also set the exponential function ofx equal to 1. However, we now have to find

an upper bound over all values oft 0 for the expression:

e (5t (sin ,u nt - sin c An t) . (7.7.9)

Looking back at equations (7.6.16), (7.6.18) and (7.6.19), we can see that:

e-f5t l(Sillf Int sinc An t)1

= 2 e-flt Icos [22- (,un+CAn)1] sin [I- (pn-cAn)t]l
(7.7.10)

e-6( R -A I n "0/1 = I e
A8
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It remains to find the maximum value of the function t e 61 . By the usual methods of

calculus we can see that this function attains a maximum value of 1 / (e(5) at t= 1 /

Using this result, along with (7.7.10), in series (7.7.8) leads to the bounding terms:

The series having these terms clearly converges, and this proves that the series in (7.7.8)

converges uniformly. Consequently, by a theorem in Churchill (1963) sec. 14, we can say

that differentiation of the Pr1 series with respect to x is justified and the result is equation

(7.7.8).

The term-by-term derivative of the Prl series with respect to t is:

Prl

at

8 trA8
Mn (for awPr'iax) -

eô fin(jun+ cyin)

Use this in (7.7.12) and split into two series:

0 sinyi (p cos p t -cAncosc A t)
n nn n

n Fn(x) .

'In

(7.7.11)

In order to analyze this series further, we will first re-write the factor in parentheses as:

pncos pnt - c Ancosc Ant =

[incos stint - cAncos lint] + [c ncos pnt - c A ncos CAni]

A8 COS p t
n + C [ cos p - cos ciln t] .

+ cA

(7.7.12)

(7.7.13)

+ 4,re -otEn°°=N



42z-A8 e

The first series in this equation can be easily shown to be uniformly convergent by setting

each trigonometric function equal to 1 ( or -1 as needed) and also setting each exponential

function equal to 1. To analyze the second series in (7.7.14), as in the above analysis of

series (7.7.8), we can find a bounding series of constants by first setting the functions of x

equal to 1 (or -1) and then find an upper bound over all values of t 0 for the expression:

e -Or (cos pnt - cos c Ant) .

Using a trigonometric identity, we can see that:

e-Jt l(cos pnt - case /1,01

=2e-6i sin [!(p,, +cyln)t] sin [-1 (pn-cAn)11
2 2

A8< e-6f1(pn-cyin)ti = e -(5t
pn+CAn

-ax e -5t z: On sin An cos it nt F (x)
An,un(pn+CAn) n

On sin An ( cos tint- cos
cAnt) Fn(x) .

(7.7.14)

(7.7.15)

(7.7.16)

As we saw earlier, the function te- 4t attains a maximum value of 1 / (e 6) at t =

1 / 6. Using this result, along with (7.7.16), in the second series in (7.7.14) leads to the

bounding terms:
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awPrl - - owPrl
at

+47rce-"e-6t n=N



ir c As
Mn (for awPritat)

8 1

eô iu ri(u + c n)
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(7.7.17)

Again, since the series having these terms converges, this proves that the second series in

(7.7.14) converges uniformly and, consequently, that differentiation of the Pr series with

respect to t is justified and the result is equation (7.7.14).

In summary, we have shown that term-by-term differentiation of the solution for u

as given in (7.6.37), with respect to x or t, is justified.

The derivative of u with respect to x is:



au3(x,t)
ax

+ 2Tre-tr(x+1) e-(5tE:=N

+ 16 r3 (A - A 1) e e -15t EN

- aw(x,t)

+ Re [2ie-c,1
P sin AEn.01 n n -27z-i)eRnt -(R
R -Sn

n-27z-i)eSnt
"

,un [(A4k2- 4n-22402 + 4 ir2A22]

[( -A4 kn2 + 427-2A1 + OA2)sin,unt + A2 ,u COS /In ti

0 sin A (sin p nt - sin An c t) E n(x)
+ 47te-"e'stE00 nn=N

Pn

HnInc A pn (Inc A n+11n,un)

A H2-2ac2(sm'An+a-1) +
ac

[ 8 n

22
A2,7

[silo A (a-1)2]

-er(x+1)e-dt (X + Ct) S(x - ct)]

2 Trsin An Qn(x,t)e-g(x+i)e-,st NIN-1
"n=0

An [1 - (a/ 22n) sin2A n]

+
2

"e_a(x+i)e-6rE:=o
Q(x,t)

2
kn[l - (al 2) sin2A n]

+ Re[i( 1
rs (erx - e")

Ao se' - r e

The first term on the right hand side of this equation comes from the product rule of

differentiation. Also, we have introduced new shorthand notation (that comes from the

derivatives of the eigenfimctionsFn and G):

ei2H.

E(x)]
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(7.7.18)

On sin An En(x)

sin A Qn(x,t)



E(x)

Qn(x,t) =

[ cos An(x + ct) + sinAn (x + ct) ]

1 dF (x)
- - sin .1 x + cos A nx

A n dx n
An
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N-1 Pn sin An
Re [iEnro [(Sn -2 ri) e nt (Rn-271-i)e ntiFn(X)1

Note here that, for n <N, the new symbol 17 n is real. Using (7.7.20) in (7.7.2) gives:

w A , e - ax e - et

(7.7.22)

= Fn(x+ct) - Fn(x+ct)

In order to differentiate u with respect to t, we will first re-write the first series

(labeled "A") so that the exponential function oft is expressed in a way that is similar to the

other series. That is, write the coefficients R and S as:

Rn = - 6 + rin

Sn = - 6 - ,
(7.7.20)

where:

a Gn(x,t)
ax (7.7.19)

[ cos A n(x - c t) + sin A (x - c t) I

1

A

iPn = VA8- c 2 A . (7.7.21)



Using this version of the series allows us to write the derivative of u with respect to t as:

a u3 r,1) - - ow (x,t) + e'e-(5t
a

An RA4 kn2 -4 7r2241)2 + 4 7r2A221

[(-A4k + 47r2,41 + 6A2) cos pt - A2 pn sinpn ti

0 sin An (lin cos ,unt - c cos An ct)Fn(x)
+ 4re- xc e-ot E:=N n

N-1P sinARe[i En=0 n n [(s,, -2 ri)e 77nt + (Rn -2 iti)e
An

+ 16 r3(A-Ade-"e-et
Osin AF(x)

Anlin

+ 2re-a(x-r1)-
sin A (X,t)- 6tE; =N H inA

(IncAn+Houn)

On

22
- 2 ac2 (sin2An+a-1)+

2
[sin4An-(a-1)21

2

n

re-er(x+1)e-Ot [S(X +Ct) + S(x - c

"n=0
sin A On(X,t)-27re(1)et TIN-1

A [1 - (a/ At) sin2A n]

On(X,t)
+ 2 rae-a(x-r1)e- et En=0

k[1 - (al A2n) sin2A

+ Re[ -27r( 1
/16 se" - re"' ei2frt + 2 yr A6 e12gt
Ao se-re' Ao

.
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(7.7.23)



In the above we have used the shorthand notation:

O'n (x,t) =
1 a G,i(x,t)

at

2 71" ei2I -Igo aii3s
131- -3

A al Po

We are ultimately interested in the real part of this, so we may re-write (7.8.1) as:

-A 1 .37231
v3= Re 27r cos(27rt) .

160 at P0

This will be used in connection with the series given in (7.7.23).
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[cos An(x ct)+ sin.% (x+ ct)] + [cos An(x ct)+ -a- sinAn (x- ct)] (73.19)
A

=Fn(x+ct)+Fn(x+ct).

7.8 The Vertical Equations - Fluid Velocity. Porosity and Pressure

We still need to solve for the other three dependent variables in the vertical system.

We will express them in terms of the formulas given earlier in equations (7.2.17), (7.2.15)

and (7.2.16). For ease of reference, we will restate those equations below and restore the

parts of the symbols that were dropped per (7.2.14). Also, remember that we are using the

value of i for the phase coefficient, per relation (7.6.2).

The fluid velocity is:

(7.8.1)

(7.8.2)
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It will be useful, when graphing the solutions to compare the fluid displacement with

the solids displacement, so we will now derive an expression for the fluid displacement.

Integrate (7.8.2) with respect to t and use the initial condition that the fluid displacement is

zero at t = 0, to get:

The volumetric porosity is:

D (1 180) U3 3n3gs- g L3 a13

1 flo
= -3 Re (123s) - sin (2 ri) .

130 130

This will be used in connection with the series given in (7.7.18). This is the equation for the

dynamic part of the porosity. Remembering definition (4.2.1) and equation (7.1.1), we can

write the solution for the (scaled) complete porosity as:

jJ =
(1 -/3) U3 an;

DL aie3

We need to solve the following equation for the fluid pressure pp :

313 D

(7.8.3)

(7.8.4)

(7.8.5)

L3U3 I a< T(2lif+ Af) a2< )60,uf T an(
(7.8.6)

f
Po

poD T2 a poL32 a4 k 3 at
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This can be done by integrating both sides with respect to x, from 0 to x, and remembering

boundary condition (6.4.39), to get:

D

L3 U3 ja3 f afif 42pf+Af) a2i3( flo pfT au;
Po - ( V3

T2 o at 2 2
L ks alPo 3 ax3

L3(4
D2

Po T

This is the solution for the dynamic part of the pressure. Remembering definition (4.2.1) and

equation (4.1.14), we can write the solution for the (scaled) complete pressure as:

_ f- -gp3

0
Po -

at floL32 a232 ks
+ ° (13i' -)I

at
3 -

3:3 f 3al9f T(2pf+Af) a2fif pf au3s (7.8.8)

(7.8.7)
di3



8. SOLUTION OFTHEHELD E UATIORIZ N

8.1 The Steady State Solution of the Horizontal Equations

After a few cycles of the earthquake, the motion of the medium approaches the

dynamic steady state and the variables will take the following form, where the bar over a

variable denotes the (scaled) steady state of that variable:

17:(23,i) = Us (i3)el2ri

-vi(x3,t) = yffi )ei2zi
\ 3/

= cioe'2ffi ,
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(8.1.1)

where, as usual, we need to take the real part of each solution in (8.1.1).

The horizontal equations were last presented in section 7.1; equations (7.1.8), (7.1.9)

and (7.1.10). As was done for the vertical equations in section 7.2, we can re-write the

horizontal equations using the following shorthand:

Old notation New notation

(8.1.2)

Using this new notation (and after dividing through by any leading coefficients), we may



summarize the horizontal field equations as follows:

where the new coefficients are:

a2u3 -12 _ 3

A21
21 ax 2

T
A11

APa32
Al2 -

(us + xs) T2 1602 pf T
A21 - , A2=

(1 130)ps L32 (1 fio)psks

Apf T

k Spar'

aus
30

at 23 ax

320 320 A ao avif au,
- -

at 2
31

ax- 32 at
+ A

33 34 ax
+

A35 aX

3

02Ks r
(1 - flo)p3 UiL3
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(8.1.4)

(8.1.5)

(8.1.6a)

(8.1.6b)

avf 32vf
Al-12 au1sVf - (8.1.3)

at 11
ax 2

1 at



Substituting the steady state variables as shown in (8.1.1) into the equations (8.1.3),

(8.1.4) and (8.1.5) leads to the following system of ordinary differential equations (after

dividing out the exponential factor in each term, and combining terms):

All
d2 vf - (An + i22-c) Vf i2rAl2 Us = 0
dx2

5 CT2
A31 -

2(1-,00)psL32R2

5 Kf T

2(1- 13,9)ps R2

5 Ks T2 5 Kf TU,
A33 =A34-2(1- 130) ps R2 4(1- f30)ps R2 L3 02

5 Ks T2 Ul Ul
A35 - A33.

2(1- igo)ps R2 L3 02 L302

d2 U
A21 - i2r (A22 + i27r) U.' +A22 Vf - A23

d
dxdx 2

- 0

A31
-d2 - (- 4 7r2 + i2iri132 +A33)0 + A34 d-UVf

d÷A35dXdX
0

2 dX

Next, introduce further shorthand notation for the coefficients and rearrange terms

in matrix-like fashion:

d2 Vf fi2n A12U +A11 - B
dx2 1

V = 0

d2Us d 0
- B +A Vf-A

A21 dX 2 2U
22 23 dx

dU5 dVf
+ A31d2 - B30 = 0 ,

dxA35 dX
3

dx 2

123

(8.1.6c)

(8.1.7)

(8.1.8)



where:

P(x) = Ekn=lakerkx

V f(x) E kn= 1 bkerkx

rkx= En c e .k=1 k

By the usual methods, the characteristic equation (to be solved for r), is found by

substituting r for D in (8.1.10) and then setting the determinant of the coefficients equal to

zero.

i2n-A.12 A11r2 -B1 0

A21r 2 B2 A22 - A23r

A35 r A34r A31r2 -B3

This results in the following sixth degree equation:
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(8.1.11)

= 0 . (8.1.12)

B1= i2r+Al2

B2 = 4 n-2 + i2gA22 (8.1.9)

B3 = 4 TC2 + i2n 2432 + A33 .

Using operator notation as in Hildebrand (1976):

i2n AnUs +(A11D2 - Vf = 0

(A21D2 -B2) Us + A22Vf A23 D 0 = 0 (8.1.10)

A35 DU + A34D v + (A31 D2-B3) = 0 .

Since these equations are homogeneous, we may assume solutions of the form:



-AnAnAmr6Bi -AnA23A35 "iiA21B3]r4÷ [A21/131 "iiA31/32

+ [12R-Al2A22A31 + i2n-Al2A23A34 -2411132B3

+ A23A35131 - A3iBIB2- A2iBiB3]r2 + [BIB2B3 - i 2 n-Ai2A22B3] = 0

This equation is cubic in r2 and will have six distinct roots, so that the number of terms in

the solutions given above in (8.1.11) is n= 6.

Next, we can find relations among the a, b and c coefficients in (8.1.11) by

substituting (8.1.11) into the equations (8.1.8) to get:

The only way the above relations can be true for all x is if each of the quantities in brackets

vanishes, that is:

6 2Ek.1 [i2r Anak + (Aiirk - Bl)bk]erkx = 0

Ek6=1 RA21rk2 - B2)ak "22b1c-A23rkcklerkx = 0

E/ [A35rkak+Aurkbk+ (Am rk2 -B3)ck]erkx = 0

i2rAnak + (A/irk2 -Bdbk = 0

(A rk2n -B2)ak+A22bk- 11231.kck

A35rkak+ A34rkbk+ (A3irk2 - B3)ck 0

and these hold for each k= 1 - 6. Solving the first equation in (8.1.15) for bk gives:

i2r A12
bk - , ak = dkak

B1- Anr;
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(8.1.13)

(8.1.14)

(8.1.15)

(8.1.16)



Using (8.1.16) in the second equation of (8.1.15) and solving for ck gives:

A23 rk[ 21 k 2
B1- Anrk

1 i2nA12ACk A r2 - B +
222 ak fkak

Note that (8.1.16) and (8.1.17) serve as definitions for the new shorthand coefficents dk and

fk. Note also that trying to also use the third equation in (8.1.15) doesn't lead to anything

new, because of relation (8.1.13).

In order to solve for the a k, we now need the boundary conditions. Referring back

to section 6.4, and using the definitions in (8.1.1), we can see that the boundary conditions

are:

These also define the shorthand notations /40, vo and 0 which we will use below.

Using (8.1.18) with (8.1.11) leads to:
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(8.1.17)

dUs (0) = 0 , Us (-1) = uo = b8(1 - bO)air (8.1.18)
dt

dVf (0) = 0 Vf(-1) = vo = 27-ribf , (8.1.19)
di

0(0) = 0 , 0(-1) = = (8.1.20)



16k =lak rk =

Using (8.1.19) with (8.1.11) leads to:

6k=ldkakrk =

Using (8.1.20) with (8.1.11) leads to:

= k=likake _wo

N-16 -r
1-4 k=ldkake k = v0.

Ti r2 3 r4

-e
-ri

e 1.2 e -r3 e

d1 r1d2r2 d3 r3d4r4

die -T1 d2e -r2 d3e r3 d4e -r4

11 12 13 14

fi -rl f2e -r2 f3e r3 f4e-r4

N-16

k=1ak e-rk uo (8.1.21)

We can write the six equations in (8.1.21), (8.1.22) and (8.1.23) in matrix form as:
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(8.1.22)

(8.1.23)

Finally, the steady state solutions are (restoring the parts of symbols dropped per

(8.1.2) and remembering that the dependent variables are still scaled):

(5e3,1) Re(el2z11:=1akerk*-3)

171(1'3,1) = Re(e12x1E6k=idkakerk5e3) (8.1.25)

02023,i) Re(ei2'1E6k=ifkakerki3)

In these equations : the rk are the solutions of (8.1.13); the dk andfk are defined in (8.1.16)

and (8.1.17); and the a k are the solutions of (8.1.24).

r5 r6

--r5 -1.6e e

d5 r5d6r6

d5e -r5 d6e-r6

15 16

f5e-r5 f e r66

al

a2

a3

a4

as

a6

0

110

0

vo

0

Oo_

(8.1.24)



8.2 Simplification By Elimination of One of the Terms

We will see in chapter 9 that (in our application) the coefficient All is extremely small

compared to the other coefficients and we will now set it equal to zero. This results in a

simplified version of equation (8.1.3):

avif, au:- - A [vi -
ar at

Substituting the steady state variables as shown in (8.1.1) into the equation (8.2.1)

leads to the following ordinary differential equation (after dividing out the exponential factor

in each term):

i2rAl2tl5 - BlVf = 0 . (8.2.2)

We can see that this is an algebraic equation and that (in our application) the fluid motion

follows the solid motion, and also that we will not need boundary conditions for the fluid

motion. Solve (8.2.2) for V, to get:
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(8.2.1)

B4

vf = B4 US,

where

i2 r+ Al2

(8.2.3)



Substitute this relation into the second and third equations in (8.1.8) to get:

dd2Us + C - = 0dX0s

A21 2 1U A23 dx
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(8.2.4)
dUs d2

C2 + A - = 0
dx 31 dx 2 -

where we have introduced the shorthand coefficients:

Cl = A22 B4 B2
(8.2.5)

C2 = A34 B4 +A35 .

Using operator notation (8.2.4) becomes:

(A21D 2 + C1) Us - (A23D) 0 = 0
(8.2.6)

(C2D)U3 + (Am D2 -B3)0 = 0.

Since these equations are homogeneous, we may again assume solutions of the form:

Us(x) = k..lake kx

(8.2.7)
rkxP(x) =En ce .k= I k

By the usual methods, the characteristic equation (to be solved for r), is found by substituting

r for D in (8.2.6) and then setting the determinant of the coefficients equal to zero;

A21r2 Ci -A23r
= 0 . (8.2.8)

C2 r A3 r2 -B3



This results in the following fourth degree equation:

A21 A31 r 4 + [C1A31 + C2A23- A21B3]r2 - B3 C1 = 0 . (8.2.9)

This equation is quadratic in r2 and will have four distinct roots, so that the number of terms

in the sums given above in expressions (8.2.7) is n= 4. The explicit solutions of (8.2.9) are:

r=±

Next, we can find relations among the a and c coefficients in (8.2.7) by substituting

(8.2.7) into the equations (8.2.4) to get:

r 4 rt A 2
k=1 LVI-21rk

A21B3 A31 C1 A23 C2 ± ¶/(A21 B3 A31 C1 A23 C2)2 + 4A21A31B3 C1 (8.2.10)
2A21,431

1[C2rkak + (A3irk2 - B3)ck]erkx = 0 .

The only way the above relations can be true for all x is if each of the quantities in brackets

vanishes, that is:

(A21 rk2 + ) ak- A23 Tic ck = 0
(8.2.12)

C2rkak+(A31rk2 - B3)Ck 0

and these hold for each k = 1 - 4. Solving the first equation in (8.2.12) for ck gives:

ck = fkak ,

where

Azir C
fk A23 rk
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(8.2.13)

+ Ci)ak - A23rkcjerkx = 0
(8.2.11)
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Note also that trying to also use the second equation in (8.2.12) doesn't lead to anything

new, because of relation (8.2.9).

In order to solve for the a k, we again need the boundary conditions which were

shown in relations (8.1.18) and (8.1.20). Using (8.1.18) and (8.2.13) with (8.2.7a) leads to:

4k=irkak '

Using (8.1.20) and (8.2.13) with (8.2.7b) leads to:

- rkre a- 45=ifkak k

We can write these four equations in matrix form as:

r2 r3 r4

e-r1
-r2 r- -r4

e

.fi 12 13 14

r-

e r 2 2
e

1.
f f3e f4e 4

Finally, the steady state solutions are (restoring the parts of symbols dropped per

(8.1.2) and remembering that the dependent variables are still scaled):

(R3,i) = Re(e121rt1 4k=1 ak
rki2, )

E:=Ie mrkak = uo .

iTf(3)R i) = Re(e'2'1134EX=iaker)1

0 (1 1) = Re(e'2ffiE41fk ak erki3)
2 33 k=

(8.2.14)

(8.2.15)

(8.2.17)

In these equations : the rk are given in (8.2.10); the fk are defined in (8.2.13); and the a k

are the solutions of (8.2.16).

al 0

U0

0

a2
(8.2.16)

a3

450a4
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It will be useful, when graphing the solutions, to compare the fluid displacement with

the solids displacement, so we will now derive an expression for the fluid displacement.

Integrate (8.2.17b) with respect to t:

u1 (xpi) = Re (i er2'" B4 E4 1 ak erk13) F(xk= 3)2r

where F(x) is an arbitrary function of x. In order that the fluid motion be symmetric about

zero, we need to set F(x)--- 0. This results in:

8.3 nz I 1*

= -----1-Re(iei2tiB4E:=1ake7ki.3) .

2 7z-

in sf he

To obtain the classical (non - micropolar) equations, we need to set A23= 0 and also

eliminate the micropolar second equation in (8.2.4). We can not simply substitute A23= 0

into the solutions (8.2.17), primarily because of formula (8.2.13), so we will retrace the steps

taken in the previous section. The characteristic equation becomes, using R in place of r:

A21 R2 + C1 = 0, (8.3.1)

which has the solutions:

I C

R2 = A:1 R

(8.2.18)

(8.2.19)

(8.3.2)



The solution for U(x) thus has the form:

UL(x) = eRx + a2e Rx (8.3.3)

where the subscript "CL" denotes the classical solution.

The boundary conditions lead to the system of equations to be solved for ak:

a1 - a2 = 0
(8.3.4)

e-Ra1 + eRa2 = Uo .

These solve as:

Thus, the classical solution for US is:

- RxeRx + e cosh Rx
UcsL (X) = 110

- Re' + cosh Re

Equation (8.2.3) is still valid, so we have:

eRx + e-Rx B cosh Rx
V(x) = u0 B4

- R
u0 B4

e" + e cosh R
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(8.3.6)

(8.3.7)

The analysis that led to the fluid displacement equation (8.2.19) will also be used in

the classical case, and so we finally have the classical horizontal solutions.

al = a2
UO (8.3.5)



The solid displacement:

UCL(x,t) = Re uoeiDri e"3 + e-"3
R _R

e + e

The fluid velocity:

e + e RR _ j Re(uo3,` = e u /2 e"3 + e
\

-"3
0B 4e fft

;

The fluid displacement:

1

uct.(x3,t)
uo B4 ei2gt e + e

eR -F e-R

COSh RX

)
= _ Re iu B1 121d

cosh R.2r 0 4

cosh
Rx)

Re
uoei2i

cosh R.
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(8.3.8)

i2gi cosh Rx)
cosh R

(8.3.9)

(8.3.10)



9. CONSTANTS AND PARAMETERS

9.1 Choosing Values for the the Fundamental Constants

In our application, we are choosing the fluid to be incompressible water and the solid

matrix to be sandy soils. The values of the classical (non-micropolar) constants will be as

follows, in SI units.

Physical and constitutive constants:

acceleration due to gravity 9.80665 m/s2

coefficient of intrinsic permeability 1.03 x10 4° m2

R radius of the sand particles 1 x10 m

fi volumetric porosity 0.34

Af second coefficient of viscosity 0

AS second Lame coefficient 16.2229X 107 kg/(m-s2)

f dynamic viscosity 0.001002 kg/(m-s)

PS shear modulus 6.9527x 107 kg/(m-s2)

p01 intrinsic density of the water 999.55 kg/n3

ps intrinsic density of the soils 2184.34 kg/m3

The second coefficient of viscosity is given as zero because it only appears in the coefficients

as a term being added to the dynamic viscosity and it will be much smaller than the dynamic

viscosity.

The scaling constants are defined in section 5.1 and are used to make the variables

in the equations dimensionless.
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Scaling constants:

L3 depth of rock surface 10 m

Ul horizontal displacement 0.077 m

U3 vertical displacement 0.027 m

time of one cycle (period) 1 sec. (other values may also be used)

dynamic pressure unit

flop dynamic volumetric porosity unit

02 spin angle unit (micropolar)

These last three scaling units will be found by observing the range of values of the

corresponding solutions of the variables: pressure, porosity and spin angle.

The values of the micropolar constants are not well enough known in the area of our

application to choose specific values, so they will be handled by first setting them all to zero,

thus getting the classical solution. Next we will use small, but noticeable, values of the

micropolar coefficients, and finally we will look at slightly larger values of those coefficients.

9.2 The Resulting Values of the Coefficients and Parameters

When we use the above constants in the coefficients of the vertical equations, as

defined in section 7.2, we get the following dimensionless values.

Vertical coefficients:

A1=1.8883 A4= 2089.8

A2=6747.8 A5=0.53128

A3= 5.332x10 A6= - 53.1331 + 42397.68 i
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The parameters used in the vertical equations are defined in sections 7.2, 7.3, 7.4

The classical coefficients used in the horizontal equations are defined in section 8.1.

Horizontal coefficients (classical):

An =2.9483856x108 Al2 =3309.06189

A21 = 482.26897 A22 = 780.05308

Horizontal parameters (classical):

Bl= 3309.06189 + 2 ri B2 = - 4 ,r2 +2 7T 780.053081

B4=0.01193035 + 6.283162651

R = 0.00005760178 + 0.3180513796 i

Since we are dealing with steady state here, the phase coefficient al' can be set equal to 1

without loss of generality.

and 7.6.

Vertical parameters:

A = 1.345877 Ao = 74.5471 - 42397.68 i

A, = - 0.542423 A8 = 3,192,438

r= 3.1820318 + 3.187759 i s = - 3.1822961 - 3.187759 i

a=0.0001271126 ö= 1786.739

c = 33.26725



10. SOLUTION BEHAVIOR

10.1 Vertical Equations

Because of our assumptions that the intrinsic densities of the solids and of the fluid

are each constant, and also that the vertical motion of the rock surface is uniform in space,

we expect that the displacements of the solids and the fluid will be quite close in value to the

displacement of the rock surface. We will also see that these displacements are stable with

respect to changes in the period of the motion, (for reasonable values of period T and time

t that are physically possible, whether the motion is natural or man-made).

10.1.1 Steady State

We can find an expression for the steady state amplitude of the solids displacement

by referring to equations (7.3.7) and (7.5.4), and write the amplitude as:
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Ampl(u3ss) = [Re(f(x))]2 + [Im(f(x))]2 . (10.1.1)

In the following graphs the displacement amplitude is scaled by the amplitude of the

base motion. Figure 10.1.1 shows the steady state amplitude of the solids vertical

displacement for the motion period T = 1 second. At all depths, the amplitude is within

0.02% of the base motion. At the top surface, x = 0, the displacement amplitude is very

close to that of the base motion.
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1.0001

Ampl(u3s) 11

0.9999-

0.9998 -0.5 0

Fig. 10.1.1
Amplitude of the solids vertical displacement,
for period T= 1 sec., from x = -1 to x = 0.

Next, we will look for a value of the period Twhich maximizes the steady state solids

displacement at x =0. In the next three graphs we examine the response to the period of the

base motion, by considering three ranges of base motion periods.

1.00027

1.0001;.

.Amp1(u3s) 1-

0.9999:

0.9998
1. ..2e2 .4e2 .6e2 .1e3

Fig. 10.1.2
Amplitude of the solids vertical motion, at x 0,

from period T= 1 sec. to T= 100 sec.

Figure 10.1.2 shows that the maximum steady state displacement, at x =0, occurs around

period T = 4 seconds; however, this increase is very small. The next two graphs, figures

(10.1.3) and (10.1.4), show that the amplitude of the displacement decreases to about 0.71

of the vertical rock displacement as the period decreases, that is, as the frequency increases.
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Fig. 10.1.3
Amplitude of the solids vertical motion, at x = 0,
from period T= 0.01 sec. to T= 1 sec.

Fig. 10.1.4
Amplitude of the solids vertical motion, at x = 0,
from period T= 0.00001 sec. to T= 0.01 sec.

10.1.2 Transient Displacements

We will now look at the transient part of the solids displacement solution (at x = 0)

defined as w in equation (7.2.20).

We will first look for values of the period T that cause the transient part of the

displacement to become large. Since time t is a variable in the transient part, and the

.2 .4 .6.81.
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maximum displacements can occur at different times for different periods, we will need to

look at displacement as a function of both T and t. Figure 10.1.5 is a 3 dimensional plot of

the transient part of the solids displacement, from time t =0 to t =2 sec. and from period

T = 0.00001 to 0.02 sec. The transient part of the solids displacement is called w, per

equation (7.2.20), and is shown as the vertical axis.

0.02

Fig. 10.1.5
Transient part of the solids vertical displacement,
from period T= 0.00001 to 0.02 sec., and from t =0 to 2 sec.

In graph 10.1.5 we can see that the transient part of the displacement (at x = 0) starts to

become noticably large at very small periods. For example, for the value T = 0.001 sec., the

time dependency of the response is shown in Figure 10.1.6.
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Fig. 10.1.6
Transient part of the solids vertical
displacement, for period T= 0.001 sec.,
from t = 0 to 0.001 sec.

Figure 10.1.6 shows that, for period T = 0.001 sec., the transient part of the solids

displacement increases to about the same magnitude as that of the rock displacement after

one second (so that the total displacement amplitude would be about 2). Note in the above

graph that the non-zero value of the transient part at t =0 is due to the initial condition that

was given in relations (7.2.22). The next graph, figure 10.1.7, confirms that for large time

values the transient part goes to zero. The maximum value of the transient part as shown

in figures 10.1.6 and 10.1.7 is indeed substantial, but the period value T = 0.001 sec.

corresponds to a frequency of 1000 Hz and is well outside of the feasible region of values

in the earthquake applications we are modeling.
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Fig. 10.1.7
Transient part of the solids vertical displacement,
for period T= 0.001 sec., from t= 0.001 to 10 sec.

For frequencies in the range of 0.1 to 10 Hz (period T=10 to 0.1 sec.), the transient terms

are extremely small.

It can be seen that for even smaller periods than T= 0.001 sec. (larger frequencies

than 1000 Hz) the maximum displacement keeps increasing in an approximately linear

relation to the frequency (the maximum value occurring at larger and larger values oft).

However, these values of the period are even more implausible than the period value T=

0.001 sec. as stated earlier.

Figure 10.1.8 shows the transient parts of the displacement for the periods T= 0.25

sec., T= 1 sec. and T= 4 sec.

10
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Fig. 10.1.8
Transient part of the solids vertical displacement, for periods
T= 0.25 sec. (solid line), T= 1 sec. (dashed line) and T= 4 sec. (dot-dash line);
from t= 0.00035 to 35 sec.

Note that the transients are less than 0.5% of the steady state responses. As was mentioned

earlier, the apparent discrepancy between these graphs near t= 0 is due to the initial

condition in (7.2.22). If the total displacements, steady state + transient, were plotted, they

would all be zero at t= 0. We can also see in figure 10.1.8 that the transient parts dissipate

to near zero after 1 sec. for period T= 4 sec.; after 5 sec. for period T= 1 sec.; and after 35

sec. for period T= 0.25 sec.

Over the range of base motion periods that would be expected in practice (and

assuming, as we did, continuous and gradual onset of motion at t = 0), the vertical motion

of the soil is nearly the same as the base motion. This is because the water and soil are

nearly incompressible and, in our plane strain (2 dimensional) formulation, the entire base

moves uniformly. As a result, the vertical soil motion is a nearly rigid body response.
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However, in other applications of our model, if the onset of motion was sudden then

the transient part of the response could become significant.

10.2 Horizontal Equations

The solutions we will be graphing here are steady state, and so the time value 0

is somewhat arbitrary and really represents a time after which the transient effects have

dissipated. The classical solution is that which is obtained after eliminating all of the

micropolar constants and variables. Refer to sections 8.2 and 8.3 for the rnicropolar and

classical solutions, respectively.

We will compare the relative motions of the fluid, the solids and the rock surface,

both in the classical and micropolar contexts. We will also compare the classical motion to

the micropolar motion, first using rather small values of the rnicropolar constant A23 and

then larger values.

10.2.1 Graphs of the Classical Solutions

Figure 10.2.1 shows that for our conditions, assuming period T = 1, and assuming

no slip and no micropolar effects, the displacement of the solids at the top surface (at x = 0)

is of slightly greater magnitude than that of the rock surface (at x = -1).



1

ul s, ulr 0 5

-0.5

1

Fig. 10.2.1
The solids horizontal displacement at x =0 (dashed line)
and the rock horizontal displacement at x = -1 (solid line)

Figure 10.2.2 shows that the motion of the fluid differs slightly from that of the solids, at

x=0.

0.002

u1s - u1f 0.001

0

-0.001

-0.002

Fig. 10.2.2
Difference between the solids horizontal displacement and
the fluid horizontal displacement at x = 0. (T = 1)

Figure 10.2.3 shows that the magnitude of the difference between the solid and fluid motion

increases slightly with respect to x, for three different time values.
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0-1 -0.8 -0.6 x -0.4 -0.2

Fig. 10.2.3
Difference between the solids horizontal displacement and the fluid
horizontal displacement, using T 1, for three values of time:
t = 0.6sec. (solid), t = 0.65 sec. (dashed), t = 0.75 sec. (dotted).

10.2.2 Resonant Periods of the Classical Solution

We will see in the next group of graphs that there are certain periods of motion that

produce large displacements. These graphs are shown in logarithmic scale on both the

vertical and horizontal axes. In these graphs we are assuming that the magnitude of the

displacements at the bottom surface (x = -1) is equal to 1. The peak magnitudes shown in

the following plots of these resonant displacements are not exact, since our linear model is

only meaningful for small displacements.

Figure 10.2.4 shows that for very short periods (high frequencies) the displacement

at the top surface (x = 0) approaches zero. This occurs because the displacements at the

bottom surface (x = -1) interfere with each other before reaching the upper surface. We may

also say that this is due to the inertial resistance of the soil-water mass at very high

frequencies. We can see that at about T= 0.007 sec, small peaks start to emerge. Of course,

0.002

-0.001 uls - ulf
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periods in this range could not occur in a natural earthquake, but could be created by cyclic

loads associated with rotating machinery.

Ampi(u1 s

Fig. 10.2.4
Log-Log plot of the amplitude of the solids horizontal
displacement at x =0, from period T= 0.002 to T= 0.02 sec.

Figure 10.2.5 shows larger peaks occuring in the range T= 0.02 to 0.1 seconds.
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Fig. 10.2.5
Log-Log plot of the amplitude of the solids horizontal
displacement at x= 0, from period T= 0.02 to T= 0.1 sec.

Figure 10.2.6 shows the final and largest peak, occuring at about T = 0.2 seconds. The

period of the forcing motion that we are primarily considering, T= 1 sec., is in this graph.
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Fig. 10.2.6
Log-Log plot of the amplitude of the solids horizontal
displacement at x = 0, from period T= 0.1 to T= 10 sec.

Figure 10.2.7 shows that for large periods the amplitude approaches 1, indicating that for

very low frequencies the top surface simply follows the motion of the bottom (rock) surface,

as expected.
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Ampl(u1s) '6]
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Fig. 10.2.7
Log-Log plot of the amplitude of the solids
horizontal displacement at x =0, from
period T= 10 to T= 1000 sec.

10.2.3 Graphs of the Micropolar Solutions Compared to the Classical Solutions

149

In this group of graphs, in order to fairly compare the micropolar solutions and the

classical solutions, we will assume that the amplitude of the motion of the solid matrix at
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x = -1 is the the same fraction of the rock motion amplitude in both cases. This is necessary

since some of the motion of the rock surface will be translated into the micropolar spin of

the solid particles. So, referring back to the boundary conditions given in (8.1.18) and

(8.1.20), we will use the following values in the micropolar graphs and the classical graphs:

b = 1 ; b# = .5 ; = 1 . (10.2.1)

In the graphs in the following group we have somewhat arbitrarily set all of the

coefficients in the micropolar differential equation (8.1.5) equal to 1. This value was chosen

because the coefficient on the left side of that equation is equal to 1. In equation (8.1.4) we

can see that the coefficient A23 connects the micropolar effects to the displacement variables.

So, we will investigate the effect that different values of A23 have on the magnitude of the

soils displacement, at x = 0 and T = 1.

In order to explore this effect, figure 10.2.8 shows the amplitude of the micropolar

solutions across a wide domain of values, from A23 = 1 tO 1000.

Ampl (ul s)

200 400 A23 600 800 1000

Fig. 10.2.8
Amplitude of the micropolar solids horizontal displacement
at x = 0, from An= 1 to A23 = 1000.
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As was mentioned before, the amplitude value of the peak on this graph is not accurate,

because of the linearity assumptions in our model. Next, we will examine the micropolar

effects more closely, over shorter domains and by comparison to the magnitude of the

classical solution. In each of the following figures, the magnitude of the classical solution

(at x = 0) is shown as a constant (horizontal) line having the value 0.5264008. Figure 10.2.9

shows that for very small values of An the micropolar solution is very close to the classical

solution, as expected.

Ampl(u1 s)

0.5264027

0.5264

0.526398'

0.526396 0.5
A23

Fig. 10.2.9
Amplitude of the micropolar solids horizontal
displacement at x =0, from A23 = 0.00001 to A23 = 1.
The classical value is given, for reference, as the
constant line.

Figure 10.2.10 shows that the micropolar solution starts to diverge noticeably from the

classical solution at about An= 300.
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0.526 100 200 300
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400

Fig. 10.2.10
Amplitude of the micropolar solids horizontal
displacement at x = 0, from An = 1 to A23 = 400. The
classical value is given, for reference, as the constant line.

Figure 10.2.11 shows that the micropolar motion becomes nonlinear in the domain of values

near Am= 480. Most likely, the actual value of An in our application (saturated sand) will

be small compared to the value 480. It is quite probable, however, that other applications,

involving much larger diameter micropolar particles, will have relatively large values of A23.

0.97

Arnpl(u1s)

0.67

0.5 400 450. 500. '6130

A23

Fig. 10.2.11
Amplitude of the micropolar solids horizontal displacement
at x = 0, from An= 400 to An = 600. The classical value is
given, for reference, as the constant line.
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Fig. 10.2.12
Amplitude of the micropolar solids horizontal displacement
at x =0, from An = 600 to An = 2000. The classical value is
given, for reference, as the constant line.

Since the values of the micropolar constants (in our application) have not yet been

established, readers in the engineering fields may wish to treat this micropolar model as an

"inverse" problem. That is, one may compare data and graphs obtained by experiment with

those obtained from our model, using various values for the micropolar constants.
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Figure 10.2.12 shows the behavior of the micropolar solution for very large values of A.
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APPENDIX A GLOSSARY AND BASIC TENSOR RELATIONS

A.1 Glossary of Symbols

anr complex phase coefficient of boundary motion (unit when shown with caret)

ak director triad of orthonormal vectors

A coefficient of micropolar couple strain

ba coefficients for the horizontal boundary conditions; a= f s,

body force vector, per unit volume

coefficient of micropolar couple strain

body couple vector, per unit volume

cf compressibility of the air-water mixture (inverse of the bulk modulus)

coefficient of micropolar couple strain

d linear rate of strain tensor

DalDt material time derivative, following the motion of the fluid or solid particles

superscript denoting the dynamic part of a variable

superscript denoting a value at static equilibrium

internal energy per unit mass of the fluid or solid

potential energy per unit mass of the fluid or solid

linear strain tensor

superscript denoting the fluid part

fa drag force acting on the fluid or solid, per unit volume

acceleration due to gravity
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Gk(X,t) natural basis for the Lagrangian coordinates

dissipative torque acting on the solid particles

H elevation of the upper surface of the fluid or solid

Hr positive vertical distance between the upper surface of the porous medium

and the upper surface of the base rock

basis vectors for a rectangular Cartesian system (i3 is vertical)

identity tensor, second order

Jacobian of a change of coordinates

micro moment of inertia tensor, per unit mass

± 1; coefficient of the phase of the boundary motion

coefficient of intrinsic permeability

Ksp intrinsic spin kinetic energy, per unit mass

spatial length units, for scaling (n 1,2,3)

angular momentum, per unit volume

mass of the fluid or of the solid in some region

couple stress tensor, per unit volume

unit vector normal to some surface (exterior if the surface is bounded and

closed)

pressure in the fluid

Po mean pressure in the domain of interest

PoD dynamic pressure unit, for scaling

the position vector of point x, with respect to the z coordinate system
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the position vector of particle X at t = 0, with respect to the z coordinate

system

power due to forces and torques

flux vector of internal energy, per unit volume

rate of production of internal energy, per unit volume

r macro-rotation vector (in radians) of the fluid or solid medium

radius of the solid micro-particles

superscript denoting the base rock

superscript denoting the solid part

intrinsic spin angular momentum per unit mass

time

time unit, for scaling

u " displacement vector of a fluid or solid particle

Una displacement units, for scaling (n = 1,2,3)

velocity vector of a fluid or solid particle

an open and simply connected region in the medium, a subset of/V

volume measure of region V

a region fixed in space

the region which starts at Vo and follows the motion of the fluid or solid

particles

w macro-vorticity vector (in radians per second) of the fluid or solid medium

Eulerian coordinates (spatial), may be cartesian

X Lagrangian coordinates (material)



rectangular Cartesian coordinate system, fixed in space

superscript which stands for either,/ or s

fi volumetric porosity

flo volumetric porosity unit, for scaling at static equilibrium

dynamic volumetric porosity unit, for scaling

micropolar strain tensor

Cikm Levi-Civita (alternating) tensor; third order

entropy per unit mass

0a absolute temperature of the fluid or solid

coefficient of the micropolar part of the solid strain

Kf coefficient of dissipative friction due to the micropolar spin velocity with

respect to the fluid vorticity

A' Lame coefficients for the solids

Af, uf dynamic viscosity coefficients for the fluid

A n eigenvalues in the series solutions

intrinsic spin tensor (micro-gyration); second order

density of the mixture

pa intrinsic density of the fluid or solid

Pe intrinsic density of the fluid at mean pressure Po

a relative density of the fluid or solid

a total stress acting on the mixture

a stress acting on the fluid or solid
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micro-rotation vector (in radians)

micro-rotation units, for scaling (n = 1,2,3)

micro motion tensor

function which describes the motion of the fluid or solid

micro-spin vector, using the right-hand rule (angular velocity, in radians per

second)

V gradient operator (spatial coordinates)

vector product

0 tensor product

A- B inner product of tensors A and B (each of order 1)



A.2 Elementary Relations

The purpose of this section is primarily to clarify the definitions in the Glossary of

Symbols.

Figure A.2.1 Deformation of a volume, from t = 0 to t> 0

The equation of motion is:

x" = gra (X ,t) , (A.2.1)

where, at t = 0:

gra(X, 0) = X. (A.2.2)

In the above, we have assumed that the x and X coordinate systems are identical at t =0.

Let the coordinate transformation from x to z, for each point, be

zk = fk(x) k = 1, 2, 3 . (A.2.3)
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Then, for any particle at t = 0:

P (X) = fk (X) i k (sum on k) (A.2.4)

and for the same particle at time 1> 0:

P(X,t) = f(X,t))i k = i(14X,O) (A.2.5)

So

At 1=0 define:

GK GK (X, 0) - 3P (X)

axK

Gx(X,t) - Mt)
axK

The differential volume element may be written as:

u = p - P . (A.2.6)

Note that x and X are ordered triplets, but are not vectors except when their

coordinate system is rectangular Cartesian. Note also that, as a particle, X is shown as fixed

at to and that x is shown as moving in time. However, as coordinate systems, the X system

changes with time whereas the x system is fixed in space for all time. The Lagrangian basis

vectors may be derived as follows:

for t 0.
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(A.2.7)

(A.2.8)

dV dz1dz2dz3 Jdx1dx26k3 (A.2.9)



where

az
J = det ( *0.

ax

When subscripted indices are used with x, as in (A.2.9) and (A.2.10), I am assuming that the

coordinate system is orthogonal and that physical components are being used (so that we

have no distinction between contravariant and covariant in this case).

Using Eq. (A.2.5), we may write the velocity function as:

v = Du - Dp = af (0-(X,t)).
Dt Dt at

The macro-rotation vector is defined as:

1r=vxu.
2

The material time derivative of any (scalar, vector, or tensor) function F(x,t),

following the fluid or solid flow is:

D' F aF- v.- VF
Dt at
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(A.2.10)

(A.2.11)

(A.2.12)

(A.2.13)

Letting I V I be the volume content of an arbitrary region V, I Val be the volume

content of the fluid or solid within region V, we may write the following relations between

the various volumes and densities:



Ivl = I vfl

m" m"
a. = ffP

IV I

= ps = -fi)Ps

Some Identities

For any vector v and a tensor f of any order (including scalar or vector):

V (vf) = (V v)f + v (Vf) . (A.2.19)

For any vectors v (x,t), a (x,t) and b (x,t) we have:

v -V(axb) = a x (v Vb) + (v Va) x b . (A.2.20)

Using this we also get:
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(A.2.14)

(A.2.15)

(A.2.16)

(A.2.17)

(A.2.18)

D(axb) Db Da xb
Dt Dt Di

For any vectors or tensors (order 1)f and g:

D(fg) Dg Df
Di Dl Dl

(A.2.21)

(A.2.22)



For any vector v and second order tensor f :

av,
V (fv) = v (V -f) +f11. (A.2.23)

Ui

For any tensor f with rectangular Cartesian components f, , the gradient and

divergence off are:

aft
Vf = i i (f. .i i ) = -----I i iif , i

azk aZk k Iii

afif afii

J azk k 1 j aZi i

Considering the microparticle at X as a body B =B (X,t) of finite extent having mass

1BI, with constant density and mass center at x = 4 (X,t) ; then its micro moment of inertia

tensor (per unit mass) is:

where

- BI
1 [Irl2 I - rildvy

B

where I is the identity tensor and r = p (y) - p (x), with y as a dummy variable in the x

system. By inspection we can see that j is symmetric.

The intrinsic spin angular momentum (per unit mass) of this same body B is:

S
1 f Dr ) dvy

1B I B Di
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(A.2.24)

(A.2.25)

(A.2.26)



and so we also have, via (A.2.12):

1
w = V x v

2

Dr = cox r
Dt

The micro-spin, co, and the micro-rotation, 0, are related by:

D
Dt

The macro-vorticity, w, and the macro-rotation, r, are related by

Drw =
Dt (A.2.29)

A.3 The Gauss Divergence Theorem

Given it is the exterior normal vector to the surface S which contains the region V

and f is a vector field or tensor field of any order 1, then:

sn fdS = rv.fdV.
v

f . ..dS - afyk

v az;
dV
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(A.2.27)

(A.2.28)

(A.2.30)

(A.3.1)

If we expand it and! into their rectangular Cartesian components, this becomes:

(A.3.2)



A.4 The Transport Theorem

Given a scalar, vector, or tensor field f (x,t), a velocity field v (x,t), an open

connected region V (t) and its boundary surface S (t) which both move with the flow v,

then:

f fdV fv
afdv r (n v)fdS ,

iqt) a t Js(t)

ph dV = r pDh dy
at v(t) voj Di
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(A.4.1)

where n is the unit exterior normal to S (t) and is defined except perhaps on a set of area

measure zero.

Using the Gauss divergence theorem on the last term we get, noting that

(n v)f = n (vi):

[af(dV - V (vf )1dV = r [-Lif f V - vldV
vo, at Jvo, Dt

(A.4.2)

If we have a density function p, we may let f = ph and, utilizing conservation of

mass, arrive at:

(A.4.3)

Because of the formal simplicity of this last version of the transport theorem, some variables

such as j, s, q, and E" are defined "per unit mass."



APPENDIX BIMWARME THEOREMS

B.1 Lemma, Momentum at the Center of Mass

This lemma will be used in Theorem B.2.

Given a density field p (y,t) in a classical continuum, a velocity field v (y,t) and a

bounded region B which follows the motion v (y,t). Then the total linear momentum ofB

is equal to the mass, M, ofB times the velocity of the center of mass.

body B

Figure B.1.1 A bounded region which follows the motion of its particles.

PROOF:

The mass ofB is:

p(y,t)dVy (constant) .
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The center of mass ofB is:

1p(X) f,pxyylvy

The total momentum ofB is:

pV CV , OCIV y .

The mass ofB times the velocity of its center is:

Adv (X,t) = M dP(X) - d f pp(y)dV
di dt B

Using the transport theorem (A.4.3):

PD (Y) dv f pv(y ,t)dVy ,Mv (X ,t) = f p
B Di B

which proves the Lemma.

Note that if the density is constant, then (B.1.5) may be written:

v(X,t) 7-1-3T1 fB v(y,t)dvy ,

i.e., that the velocity of the center of mass is the average velocity of the body.

B.2 Theorem Momentum

This theorem is used in the derivation of the angular momentum balance law for the

solids, in section 2.3.
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(B.1.2)

(B.1.3)

(B.1.4)

(B.1.5)

(B.1.6)
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Given the same conditions as in Lemma B.1 and referring again to Fig. B.1.1; then

the total angular momentum of B about some fixed, but arbitrary, point 0 is equal to the sum

of its orbital angular momentum about 0 (with its mass as if concentrated at X) plus its spin

angular momentum about X.

PROOF:

The total angular momentum of B is:

L = p(y) x pv (y)dVy .

B

From Fig. B.1.1,

(3') = p (X) + r (X;Y)

Differentiating (B.2.2) gives the velocity relation

- )v(y) = v(X) + Dr (X'y.
Dt

Substituting (B.2.2) and (B.2.3) into (B.2.1):

L = p[p(X) + x [v(X) + gi-;}dVy

Next, (B.2.4) may be split into three integrals as

L =I + I +13 , (8.2.5)

(B.2.1)

(B.2.2)

(B.2.3)

(3.2.4)



D rL p (X) x MV (X) + f Br x P Di Y

which proves the theorem.

B.3 Theorem. Symmetry of the Stress Tensor (Classical Continuum

This theorem is used to derive equation (2.3.1), for the fluid medium.
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where, using Lemma B.1, equation (B.1.5) :

Il= f Bp p(X) x v(y)dVy = p (X) x f Bpv(y)dVy
(B.2.6)

= p (X) x Mv(X)

and :

12 = pr (X;y) x v(X)dVy = f Bp [p(y) p (X)]dVyx v (X)

= VBPP(Y)0"),- fBPdVyP(X)lxv(X) (B.2.7)

= [Mp (X) - Mp (X)] x v (X) = 0

using (B.1.1) and (B.1.2).

Finally:

= LprX dVy . (B.2.8)

Substituting (B.2.6), (B.2.7) and (B.2.8) into (B.2.5) gives

(B.2.9)

In a classical continuum, which has no body couples, no couple stresses and no



independent local spins, the stress tensor must be symmetric

PROOF:

Under these conditions, the global balance of angular momentum reduces to:

side:

But

--d---1-f x dr/ = fsp x (n a)dS fpxb
.1 V

In order to convert the above surface integral to a volume integral, expand in terms

of rectangular Cartesian components to get:

f sp x (n - a)dS = r p c.n.a. 6ikmjk m = Eikm f IVA a.fk)dSi

a(picii.k)
"r m6/km fV az.

by the Gauss divergence theorem (A.3.2). Continuing, expand the derivative to get:

aa a+ 0. dvi , f px(V- o)dV[6/km
f

m
V I aZ . aZ .I I V

Ii a
V

dv .km .k

Substituting (B.3.3) into (B.3.1) and using the transport theorem (A.4.3) on the left

D(pxv) dV = f [px(V- o) + p x b + ciknio;ki m1dV . (B.3.4)
jrvP Dt

Dpxv pxDV Dpxv Dv Dp
, since - V. 033.5)

Dt Dt Dt Dt Dt
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(B.3.1)

(B.3.2)

(B.3.3)



So (B.3.4) may be written:

However, by the linear momentum principle the left side vanishes, so that

f p x[p Dv -V-a - bidV
=fveikmDr mdV

cikmk dV i m
17

Since this is true for any V we must have

Cikm Grik 0 , for m = 1, 2, 3 .
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(B.3.6)

(B.3.7)

(B.3.8)

That is, for m = 1:

eikluik 23123 + c321 a32 = (723 - a32 = 0 (B.3.9)

or

623 = 1732 (B.3.10)

Similarly, a,2 = a (7/3 cm, which proves the theorem.

BA Theorem, s = j -

This theorem is used in the derivation of the angular momentum balance law (2.7.5).

For a body B = B (X,t) as described in Lemma B.1 and Figure B.1.1 we have

s = j . (8.4.1)



so that

DrJ.0= rxdV = s,
J.8 Di Y

PROOF:

Using formula (A.2.25):

j. w= f [1r12/ - rr] dV

= f [1/.12 -r(r- &WV .

, Dr
But, by a vector identity and the fact tnat wxr

Di

by formula (A.2.26).

B.5 Lemma, Ineria Tensor Identity

This lemma is used in the derivation of the conservation of energy balance law

(2.5.16).

For the intrinsic spin vector 6) and the micro moment of inertia tensor j we have:

Irl2to - r(r Dr= r x
Di

1 Ds co-j- Dsj-
2 Di Dt
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(B.4.2)

(B.4.3)

(B.4.4)

(B.5.1)



Dsw (Ds0 ( Ds1
*(6)%i) (4)*Dt Dt Dt
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PROOF:

First, expand each side of (B.5.1) by identity (A.2.22), combine like terms and

rearrange to see that (13.5.1) is true if:

(B.5.2)

When the left side of this is expressed using the rectangular Cartesian coordinates

ce) = coie j=Inmenem (B.5.3)

we see that the left side of (B.5.2) is identically zero.

To evaluate the right side of (B.5.2), we need to invoke the balance of micro moment

of inertia to get:

(0*(0' D sj) (1)*(6)*(i*(e*))) - co' (ciP ((e* (0)*.i)) (B-5.4)
Dt

By inspection of the coordinate form of Eq. (B.5.4) we see that each term in the right side

is identically zero.

Thus, (B.5.2) is true and this proves the Lemma.



APPENDIX C

AN ADDITION TO THE MICROPOLAR CONTINUUM

BALANCE LAWS MT THE MODELING

OF RANDOMLY PARTICLESE

C.1 Introduction

This appendix addresses an addition to the conservation of energy balance law for some

applications of the micropolar theory. Since the applications in this thesis do not make use

of the energy equation, this addition was not used.

Note that this appendix has its own glossary of symbols in section C.5.

In most applications of micropolar theory it is tacitly assumed that the particles within

each "elemental continuum volume" A V all spin with approximately the same orientation.

When this is physically true, the average spin velocity vector in each A V has almost the same

magnitude as the averaged spin velocity magnitudes of the individual particles. In this case,

the computed spin kinetic energy K in the elemental volume, based on the magnitude of the

averaged spin velocity, will be close to the true spin kinetic energy based on the individual

spin of each particle in AV. This appendix will especially examine the other cases, for which

the particle spins within the elemental volume differ in both magnitude and orientation.

For simplicity, assume throughout this appendix that each particle in the medium is

spherical, with equal masses m and radii R.
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First, for contrast, we will look in more detail at the most straightforward case with spin

vectors of nearly the same magnitude and sense within eachAV. The spin energy based on

the average spin vector is:

Ksi,(5 ) = 15-MR 21512 ,

where

E(1)(k)M = EXEAVm = nm and -

(n is the number of particles in AV), and so equation (C.1.1) may also be written:

Ksp(ca) = 1nm/2216312 . (C.1.3)

In the case now being discussed

to(k) for each k,

so that the actual total spin energy in AV (based on individual particles) is:

n 1
E Kspokk) = E -mR21(0(k)12 m R21(A)(k)
k=1 k=1 15 5

-InmR21512 =
5

So, for this ideal case, the estimate of Km, based on the volume averaged spin TA and the

actual spin kinetic energy,

E K sp(6)(0) , (C.1.6)
k =1

(C.1.1)

(C.1.2)

(C.1.4)

(C.1.5)
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are nearly equal. For this case no difficulty arises in the definition and use of the spin kinetic

energy in the balance laws. Pictorially, this case is shown in Figure C.1.1.

AV

Figure C.1.1 Elemental volume A V with aligned spin vectors

Physical conditions media and loads) which may have closely aligned spin vectors as

above include:

magnetized media in an EIM field,

laminar flow, and

constrained rotation media under slowly varying loads.

The significance of this relates to the transition from the global form of each balance law

(including the balance of angular momentum and the conservation of energy) to the local

form. In the global form we cannot integrate over any region smaller than a AV. The so-

called "continuum hypothesis" is needed to pass to the local form of the laws so that each

point (or particle) X mathematically represents a neighborhood A V within which functions



1 8 1

of co, like s and K3, are smoothed so that they are analyzable functions of X and will be

denoted s(6)) and Ksp(co), where co is a function of X.

C.2 Cases with Disordered Spin

However, in some applications the particles in AV at any instant may spin in quite

different orientations. There could exist random orientations as shown in Figure C.2.1, or

structured, but contrary, orientations as shown in Figure C.2.2. In either case, the triangle

inequality becomes

or

cal

E to(k)1
k=1<<

<<

(C.2.1)

(C.2.2)

So

Ksp(5) << KsF,(6)(k)) (C.2.3)
k=1

for any A V. That is, the spin kinetic energy computed from the averaged FL) in A V is much

less than the actual total spin kinetic energy of the sum of the individual particles within A V.



AV

Figure C.2.1 Elemental volume A V with randomly oriented spin vectors

LW

Figure C.2.2 Elemental volume A V with parallel but oppositely oriented spin vectors

Examples of applications for which the above problem needs to be addressed include:

1) particulate granular media with free (unconstrained) rotation under a shock

wave or other sharply varying loads (Fig. C.2.1), and
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2) constrained rotation elastic media under high frequency loads (Fig.C.2.2).

Again assuming for simplicity that the particles in the region of interest are nearly

spherical with radius R, then co and I col enter into the balance of angular momentum and

conservation of energy as

and

2pR2D6) - V-tit+c+e:o
5 Dt

D F1v12 R2 wi21+ DE
P Dt 2 5

V (a-v)+Pv+Q-V-q + V (m 4))+c 6
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(C.2.4)

(C.2.5)

The dependent variables to and 16)1 may also enter into other terms of these equations via

the constitutive relations.

Now, consider what kinds of solutions might be anticipated for co. A priori there are

three basic cases, for media in which inequality (C.2.1) holds.

Case A

The mathematic model function co (X,t) approximates the spin of each individual particle

and varies at the same scale as those particles (e.g. grains of soil). In this case all the laws,

such as equations (C.2.4) and (C.2.5), will balance but the function to would either be

discontinuous or very high in variation. For graphical purposes consider a region V with an

axis through it and a typical AVon the axis, as shown in Figure C.2.3. A graph of one of the

spin components, col, against y, at time t = to, might appear as shown in Figure C.2.4 or, for

a continuous function, as shown in Figure C.2.5.



Figure C.2.3 Region V containing an arbitrary spatial axis and a typical
elemental volume on the axis

Figure C.2.4 A plot of a component of the spin vector of each particle along the axis
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w

and the spin kinetic energy

Figure C.2.5 A continuous version of Figure C.2.4

Over the whole domain of interest (perhaps millions of particle diameters) this graph

might be so dense as to appear solid and thus is very unlikely to be a mathematical solution

of the field equations. There is no averaging or smoothing in this case (except at a scale finer

than the particulate diameter) and so the "continuum hypothesis" is not applicable here.

Case B

The function co (X ,t) corresponds to the actual averaged spin over a scale corresponding

to V(the minimal continuum volumes) so that co = eti and the continuum hypothesis does

apply. So the computed values of the spin angular momentum

s (to) = pR2 to
5
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(C.2.6)



Figure C.2.6 A graph of the average of the values graphed in Figure C.2.5,
using a band width equal to the diameter of a typical elemental volume

The magnitude of the computed s will be smaller also but will faithfully represent the

actual average ofs throughout AV; the balance law (C.2.4) will be satisfied and the physical

spin angular momentum is modeled adequately. Also note that the function-6 as shown will

be well behaved and "analyzable, which is an improvement over Case A.
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Ksp(6)) = 15-ple1012 (C.2.7)

at a point x, at t = t, are derived from the spin velocity variable to which in this case is

approximately equal to the actual average spin velocity CI) (averaged throughout a

neighborhood A V of x).

A typical graph of (7)1 is given in Fig. C.2.6, and we see that the values of ro will have

a much smaller magnitude (absolute value) than those shown in Case A.
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However, the value of Ksp computed from equation (C.2.7) will be much less than the

true total of the spin kinetic energies of the physical particles in A V. This may be expressed

symbolically by relation (C.2.3). That is, at point xA V:

[computed Ksp] << [true (physical) Ksp] .

This situation will lead either to balance law (C.2.5) not being satisfied or the physical

medium not being correctly modeled.

Case C

Another kind of smoothed spin function may be obtained as shown in Fig. C.2.7 where

the spins of the individual particles have been redistributed over a domain greater than AV.

Figure C.2.7 A graph of the low variation redistribution of the values from Figure
C.2.5 across a band width greater than twice the diameter of A V



This 4") has the proper magnitude to allow

Ksp(6) E Ksp(Okk)) (C.2.8)
k=1

in AV; however, in this case the computed spin angular momentum will not properly model

the true net spin angular momentum in AV, or will not satisfy law (C.2.4).

C.3 Summary

In conclusion, it is difficult in this situation to obtain a function w which simultaneously:

satisfies the balance laws (C.2.4) and (C.2.5),

yields meaningful values of s and Ksp

and correctly models the physical medium.

One way to address this problem is to consider the spin vector co to be averaged as in

Case B (which matches the "continuum hypothesis" best) and then alter the Ksp term which

appears in the conservation of energy law (C.2.5), so that the new expression would be:

Ksp(6),(5) = pR216)12 (C.3.1)

where (5 is a new empirical or constitutive constant which is, approximately, the square of

the ratio of the magnitude of the "true" spins (Fig. C.2.5) by the magnitude of the

"smoothed" spins (Fig. C.2.6). This would give

Ksp((),6) E Ksp(co(k)) (C.3.2)
k=1

in AV, and should satisfy all the requirements of the problem.
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Another alternative is to leave the lc, term alone, in the conservation of energy

equation, but split the internal energy into two terms. One of these terms would be heat and

the other would be a new term representing the spin kinetic energy of the disordered aspect

of the spinning particles. This term would depend on the agitation of the particles and would

be a function of the material time rate of change of the velocity gradients.

The first proposed solution might be best suited in the applications as shown in

Fig. C.2.2, whereas the second solution might be best for turbulent spin applications as

shown in Fig. C.2.1.

C.4 Addendum

Note that the problem (as above) involving the spin to does not occur with the velocity

v in most dense applications, such as the solid grains in saturated porous media.

AV

Figure C.4.1 Elemental volume showing closely aligned velocity vectors
of the solid particles
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Because of the impermeability of the soil grains with respect to each other, the particle

velocities will align closely for the most part (Fig. C.4.1) and hence in AV the triangle

inequality becomes:

E
V(k)

E ivoo I
k=1 k=1

n ii

This comment should apply to most liquids and solids under a wide range of

conditions.

However, the velocity field, vf, of the fluid within a porous medium does have a

difficulty similar to that with the micropolar spin 6).

(C.4.1)

Figure C.4.2 The velocity field of fluid molecules flowing around solid particles,
at a scale much smaller than that of AV
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If we examine Figure C.4.2 we see that (on a scale much smaller than AV) the velocity

vectors of the individual fluid molecules are generally quite different than the averaged

velocity field of the fluid. So, as above, the kinetic energy based on the averaged velocity

will be less than the actual kinetic energy. Note here that the fluid velocity in our

application is to be averaged over a A V that is based on the scale of the solid particles.



C.5 Glossary of Symbols for Appendix C

Note: symbols not on this list may be found in the main glossary in section A.1.
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an index denoting the different particles in A V; 1 . k.n; not used as a

component index in this appendix

intrinsic spin kinetic energy, based on the magnitude of a spin velocity

vector, Itol

the sum of the spin kinetic energies of each of the physical particles in A V;

an exact physical value

mass of each physical particle

total mass of all physical particles in A V

the number of physical particles in AV

radius of each physical particle

s(w) intrinsic spin angular momentum, based on a spin velocity vector w

E n s()oo) the net sum of the spin angular momenta of each of the physical particles
k=1

in A V; an exact physical value

V(k)
velocity of each particle X (k) in A V; an exact physical value

AV any minimal continuum volume, open and simply connected; contains a

finite number n of particles X, (1 k n) ; also called an elemental

volume

a point in a continuum, relative to a fixed coordinate system.

Ksp ( co)

En KSP (6) (k
lr=1
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a moving point in the continuum; serves as a mathematical model of the

particles X(k)

X(k) a physical particle in the medium being modeled by the X continuum

a function which models the macro motion of particles in the medium; used

in the equation of motion: x = çb (X,t)

col a component of to along an axis

a mathematical variable, continuous in space and time, which models the

physical variable)

coo.)
intrinsic spin angular velocity of each particle X(k) in A V, also called a spin

vector ; an exact physical value

c7) spin velocity averaged over a neighborhood AV, and assigned to a point

V ; an exact physical value




